
 
 

   OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 
 
 
 
 
 
AGENDA:  AUGUST 10, 2020 CITY OF KENTWOOD COMMISSION MEETING 
 
1. Call meeting to order at 7:00 P.M. 
 
2. Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag (McKelvey). 
 
3. Invocation by Rev. Sid Draayer. 

 
4. Roll Call:  Artz, Bridson, Coughlin, Draayer, Groce, McKelvey and Mayor Kepley. 

 
5. Approve agenda. 

 
6. Acknowledge visitors and those wishing to provide public comment. 
 
7. Consent agenda. (roll call vote) 

a. Receive and file minutes of the Committee of the Whole meeting held on July 
21, 2020. 

b. Approve minutes of the regular City Commission Meeting held on July 21, 
2020 as distributed. 

c. Approve ballot for MML Workers Compensation Fund trustee nominees. 
d. Authorize purchase of replacement Simunition conversion kits, pistols and 

flashlights. 
e. Approve contract with Cisco Inc. for vehicular slide gate operator 

replacements at the Justice Center. 
f. Receive and file Cash and Pooled Investments for June 30, 2020. 
g. City Payables. 

 
8. Presentations and Proclamations. 

 
9. Communications and Petitions. 
 
10. Public Hearings. 
  
11. Report of Standing Committees. 

 
12. Other Committees. 

 
13. Bids. 
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14. Resolutions. 
a. Res.  – 20 to Authorize Administrative Determinations for Special 

Assessments.  (roll call vote) 
b. Res.  – 20 Statement of Principle with regard to Advocacy Questions.  (roll 

call vote) 
 

15. Ordinances. 
a. Ord.  – 20 to Amend the Code of Ordinances Chapter 6 – Alcoholic Liquor.  

(roll call vote) 
b. Ord.  – 20 to Amend the Code of Ordinances Chapter 38 – Alcohol and 

Controlled Substances.  (roll call vote) 
 

16. Appointments and Resignations. 
 

17. Bills. 
 

18. Comments of Commissioners and Mayor. 
 

19. Closed Session for Policy Discussion. 
a. Motion to enter closed session in accordance with Section 8(h) of the 

Michigan Open Meetings Act, to consider materials exempt from disclosure 
under Act 442 of 1976, including without limitation Section 13(1)(n) and (s) of 
the Act, which materials summarize Kentwood Police Department records 
that would potentially disclose deployment tactics, operational instructions 
given to officers and/or the contents of Kentwood Police Department officer 
manuals.  (roll call vote) 

b. Reconvene from closed session. 
 

20. Adjournment. 
 
 
 
 
         Becky L. Schultz 
         Deputy City Clerk 



 

 

PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

July 21, 2020 

Commission Chambers & Zoom Meeting (electronically) 

5:36 P.M. 

Present: Commissioners: Mayor Pro-Tem Robert Coughlin, Betsy Artz(z), Emily 

Bridson(z), Ron Draayer, Maurice Groce, and Mayor Stephen Kepley. Also present: 

Deputy Finance Director Bhama Cairns(z), Finance Director Tom Chase, Economic 

Planner Lisa Golder(z), Public Works Director John Gorney, City Clerk Dan Kasunic, 

Deputy Administrator Mark Rambo, Police Chief Richard Roberts, Community 

Development Director Terry Schweitzer(z), Fire Department Administrative Assistant 

Nancy Shane, City Treasurer Laurie Sheldon(z), City Attorneys Dave Eberle and Jeff 

Sluggett. Also present: Lisa Taylor(z),  

PLANNING DEPARTMENT: 
 

A. MASTER PLAN AND DIVISION UNITED STUDY UPDATES. 

Economic Planner Golder and Community Development Director Schweitzer 

noted the timeline and comment period. They reviewed the Division Avenue area, 

the public engagement session, the Federal Transit Study, Mobility and 

Connectivity, Economic Development, Median Income and Unemployment, 

Quality of Life, Community Identity, Build a Better Block Demonstrations and 

what are the next steps. Mayor Kepley requested comments of the committee, 

who inquired of allowed and proposed housing. 
 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS: 
 

A. SUSTAINABLE FERTILIZER MANAGEMENT UPDATE. 

Public Works Director reviewed the sustainable fertilizer management update by 

stating clarification of the Cities of Grand Rapids and East Grand Rapids 

programs and results they have experienced. Director Gorney reviewed the cost, 

expected number of weeds, staff time and other challenges with using entirely 

organic applications. He requested what does the commission want and expect. 

He stated by his interpretation of the motion in April that the city should be using 

organic fertilizer beginning in 2020 and what goals did they want. After questions 

and clarifications, the commission stated they wanted test areas in place, with 

staff contacting other sources such as MSU Ext. for consulting but wanted to 

continue to move along with how well organic fertilizing will work. The 

Committee expressed the desire to keep this on a list for continued discussion. 
 

POLICE DEPARTMENT: 
 

A. ALCOHOL AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ORDINANCE 

DISCUSSION. 
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Police Chief Roberts and City Attorney Eberle reviewed the three options: 

1) Consistent with current ordinances with exemption of Marijuana 

paraphernalia by certain organizations or persons. 

2) Exempts the possession and use of hypodermic needles and syringes and 

exempts needles and syringes give aways by organizations or persons 

authorized by the City. 

3) All sale of drug paraphernalia would take place solely under State statue and 

removes any penalties for both possession of chemical inhalants and 

possession of chemical inhalant paraphernalia. 

 

Commissioner Bridson expressed her view the committee choose option three, 

Commission Artz stated option two is what she would like to see adopted. 

Commissioner Bridson wanted to have this on the next City Commission 

Meeting agenda. 

City Attorney Sluggett noted the commissioners should share any 

recommendations with the attorney’s office prior to the next meeting. 
 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT: 
 

A. MAY 2020 REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE REPORT. 

Finance Director Chase explained the reports reflects 92% of the fiscal year. 

He noted a delay in settlement because of Covid-19 and all departments are in line 

with the percent expected. 
 

Motion by Groce, seconded by Draayer, to receive and file the May 2020 

Revenue and Expense Report. 
 

       Motion Carried. 
 

POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS: 
 

A. MONTHLY REPORTS. 

Because of a lack of time this item will be moved to tonight’s City Commission 

Meeting. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 6:58 P.M. 

 
 

 

Dan Kasunic      Robert Coughlin 

City Clerk      Mayor Pro-Tem 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

OF THE KENTWOOD CITY COMMISSION 

HELD, JULY 21, 2020 

Commission Chambers 
(z means attended electronically.)  

Mayor Stephen Kepley called the meeting to order at 7:05 P.M. 
 

Commissioner McKelvey led the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. 
 

Reverend Mike Baynai of Good Shepherd Presbyterian Church gave the invocation. 
 

Roll Call: Present: Commissioners: Betsy Artz, Emily Bridson, Robert Coughlin, Ron 

Draayer, Maurice Groce, and Mayor Stephen Kepley.  
 

Motion by Coughlin, seconded by Groce, to excuse Commissioner McKelvey with prior 

notification. 
 

       Motion Carried. 
 

Staff Present: Engineering & Inspections Director Tim Bradshaw(z), Deputy Finance 

Director Bhama Cairns(z),  Finance Director Tom Chase, Economic Development 

Planner Lisa Golder(z), Public Works Director John Gorney, City Clerk Dan Kasunic, 

Deputy Administrator Mark Rambo, Police Chief Richard Roberts, Parks and Recreation 

Director Val Romeo, Fire Department Administrative Assistant Nancy Shane, City 

Attorney Jeffrey Sluggett and Court Administrator Michele White (z). 
 

Ten (10) citizens and five additional outside the chambers attended the meeting. 
 

Motion by Groce, seconded by Draayer, to approve the agenda with the following 

addendum: add 9(a) Police and Fire Monthly Reports. 
 

       Motion Carried. 
 

CONSENT AGENDA: (All items under this section are considered to be routine and will be enacted 

by one motion with no discussion. If discussion is desired by a Commission member, that member may 

request removal of an item from the Consent Agenda.) 
 

Motion by Bridson, seconded by Groce, to approve the Consent Agenda as follows: 

A. Receive and file minutes of the Committee of the Whole Meeting held on July 7, 

2020. 

B. Receive and file April 2020 Revenue and Expenditure Report. 

C. Payables for the City totaling $2,504,239.00 
 

Roll Call Vote:  Yeas:  All.    Nays:  None.    Absent: McKelvey. 
 

       Motion Carried. 
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Motion by Groce, seconded by Draayer, to approve the minutes of the July 7, 2020 City 

Commission Meeting. 
 

       Motion Carried. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS AND PETITIONS: 
 

POLICE AND FIRE MONTHLY REPORTS. 

Fire Department Administrative assistant Shane reviewed the Fire Department June 2020 

report. She informed the Commission the department is re-implementing self-inspections 

for small businesses; they have made a conditional offer for an open fire fighter position 

and have two out on medical leave with another who will be out for an extended period 

of time. 

 

Police Chief Roberts reviewed the June 2020 Monthly Police Report.  

 

Motion by Coughlin, seconded by Groce, to receive and file the Police and Fire Monthly 

Reports. 

 

       Motion Carried. 
 

BIDS: 

 

AUTHORIZE CONTRACT AMENDMENT WITH MC SMITH ASSOCIATES 

FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO JAYCEE PARK. 

Engineering and Inspections Director Bradshaw reviewed his memorandum dated July 

21, 2020 regarding the change of scope because of additional funds being available 

through the CDBG program. He explained this item was a no bid project because of the 

knowledge the firm has with the project. 

 

Motion by Coughlin, seconded by Groce, to authorize the Mayor to amend the November 

2016 Master Plan Development contract with MC Smith Associates (MCSA) to add 

design and construction oversight services for the construction of a basketball court, 

playground, and other related improvements within Jaycee Park in an amount not-to-

exceed $19,600.00 (including a 10% contingency), with funds from the FY 2020-21 

Property and Building Fund, under Special Circumstance. 

 

       Motion Carried. 

 

 

RESOLUTIONS: 
 

ADOPT RESOLUTION 23–20 TO AUTHORIZE A MEMORANDUM OF 

COLLABORATION FOR INDIGENT DEFENSE SERVICES. 

Finance Director Chase noted the benefits to combining with the other courts in having a 

collaboration agreement. 
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Motion by Draayer, seconded by Groce, to adopt Resolution 23–20 to authorize and 

direct the Mayor and City Clerk to sign the Memorandum of Collaboration for Indigent 

Defense Services. 
 

Roll Call Vote:  Yeas:  All.    Nays:  None.   Absent: McKelvey. 
 

       Resolution Adopted. 

 

REQUEST TO ADOPT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH THE COVENANT 

PARK EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

Mayor Kepley spoke on this request. Some of the commissioners spoke on what they 

thought the executive committee should reflect. At the time the commission was 

discussing this topic several members of the public disrupted the proceedings by 

demonstrating prior to the public comment period. Mayor Kepley asked them to wait 

until then, they continued. He requested a motion to adjourn the meeting because of the 

disruption. 

 

Motion by Groce, seconded by Coughlin, to adjourn the meeting. 

 

       Motion Carried. 

 

 The meeting was adjourned at 7:56 P.M. 

 

 

Dan Kasunic        Stephen C.N. Kepley 

City Clerk       Mayor 

 



 

 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT  
  

 

Memorandum 

      TO:  Honorable Mayor and City Commissioners 
FROM:  Thomas H. Chase, Finance Director 
 DATE:  July 23, 2020 
      RE:  Election of Michigan Municipal League Workers' Compensation Fund   
  (MMLWCF) Board of Trustees 

Action Requested: It is requested that the City Commission approve the officials 
recommended by MMLWCF for election to the MMLWCF Board. 

Background: Enclosed is a ballot, and related information, for the election of trustees to 
the MMLWCF Board. The officials nominated by MMLWCF are, as follows: 

For two four-year terms beginning October 1, 2020 

Marlon Brown and Penny Hill. 

The MMLWCF ballot offers two candidates for the two board positions. Because the City 
of Kentwood has no write-in candidate(s) to offer, the choices are limited to the candidates 
printed on the ballot. Reliance is placed on the MMLWCF staff for screening of the 
candidates for these board positions. 

Because of the technical nature of insurance operations and the training and experience 
necessary for a board member to be effective, it is appropriate that incumbent trustees 
are recommended by MMLWCF as candidates.  

Per my call to MMLWCF, to clarify the ballot and biographical information, both 
candidates were appointed to serve the remainder of resigning board members’ terms 
and they are now seeking their first full term as an incumbent. 

Based on my review of the limited biographical information provided, I recommend that 
the City Commission cast a vote for the two trustees recommended by MMLWCF. 

Enclosures 
2899b.docx 

 









      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

TO:  Mayor Kepley and City Commission 

FROM: Chief Richard Roberts 
  Deputy Chief Bryan Litwin 
  Carla Kane, Purchasing Agent 

DATE:  July 30, 2020 

SUBJECT:  Purchase of Simunition Conversion Kits, Training Pistols and Flashlights 

ACTION REQUESTED:  It is requested that the City Commission authorize the purchase of 
replacement Simunition conversion kits from CMP Distributors in the amount of $8,855, and 
pistols and flashlights from Precision Arms of Indiana, LLC in the amount of $12,726 (including 
a trade-in credit of $4,000), for a total purchase of $21,581, with funds from the FY21 Police 
Equipment Fund. 

BACKGROUND:  Simunition conversion kits allow Police officers to train safely with service 

weapons and duty equipment.  The Kentwood Police Department has a weapons inventory just 

for training so that officer’s individual service weapons remain operational at all times. 

The requested purchase is for replacement of the Police Department’s old Simunition 

conversion kits and training pistols.  The new kits will allow Police to continue its Reality Based 

training using its new, and recently received, duty pistols.   

Two vendors in Michigan are authorized to sell the 

Simunition conversion kits for the H&K pistol model our 

officers now use.  CMP Distributors was the low bid (see 

Bid Tabulation at right).  Six conversion kits were previously 

purchased from CMP Distributors under the Mayor’s 

authority because the vendor had them in inventory and obtaining them was assured. 

A bid process undertaken a year ago for replacement duty pistols (along with the trade-in of the 

old pistols) resulted in an award to Precision Arms of Indiana, LLC (Precision).  Precision has 

offered to extend the previously bid pricing for the pistols, flashlights and trade-in offerings.  For 

this reason, approval of the purchase is requested under Special Circumstances1.  

This purchase was included in the FY21 Police Equipment Fund budget.   

If you have any questions, please call Police Chief Richard Roberts (656-6504) or Deputy Chief 
Bryan Litwin (656-6502).  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.   

 
1 “a.  Special Circumstances.  The City Commission, acting upon the advice of the Mayor, may by a 2/3 vote of the 
members present at a City Commission meeting, waive the purchasing rules where special circumstances dictate that 
the interests of the City and the public good are best served by such action.  The basis for such special 
circumstances shall be defined in the record of the action of the City Commission.” 

 

MEMORANDUM 

KENTWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT 
4742 WALMA AVE SE | KENTWOOD, MICHIGAN | 49512 

Bid Tabulation 

CMP Distributors $8,855 

Kiesler Police Supply $8,946 
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TO:  Honorable Mayor Kepley and City Commission 

FROM: John Gorney, Director of Public Works 

  Chad Griffin, Building Maintenance Manager 

  Carla Kane, Purchasing Agent 

DATE: July 28, 2020 

TOPIC: Justice Center Vehicular Slide Gate Operator Replacements 

 

ACTION REQUESTED:  It is requested that the City Commission authorize the Mayor to enter 

into a contract with Cisco, Inc., for the purchase and installation of two replacement entrance op-

erators and the updating of the gates at the Justice Center, at a cost not-to-exceed $15,250 (includ-

ing a 10% contingency), with funds from the FY21 Property and Building Fund budget. 

BACKGROUND:  The Justice Center parking lot has gated north and south entrances for all Po-

lice vehicles.  The security equipment for these sliding gates was upgraded in 2018 by the City’s 

security vendor to allow for the reading of vehicles through a radio-frequency identification 

(RFID) tag/window sticker. 

The current gate operators have been in use since the building was erected in 2001.  Each opera-

tor has a manufacturer rating of 400,000 lifetime duty cycles.  These operators have recorded an 

average of over 55,000 duty cycles per year, now totaling more than one million duty cycles 

each.  They are far beyond their useful life, showing extreme wear, and require replacement. 

Five different replacement operator models were evaluated through local vendors.  After selec-

tion of the best model solution, solicitation of competitive quotes resulted in the results shown at 

right. 

The recommended quote from Cisco, Inc. 

meets an updated building code, includes 

the reinstallation of controls wiring, re-

placement of the posts, rollers and co-

vers, and has the most comprehensive 

warranty of those offered (5-year motor, 

1-year electrical parts, 90 days labor).  

This was included in the fiscal year 2019 budget at $18,000, but the project was delayed due to 

the security upgrade and staffing changes.  The Property & Building Miscellaneous and Contin-

gency budget has sufficient funds to allow for this purchase. 

If you have any questions, please contact John Gorney at 554-0825 or Chad Griffin at 656-5268.   

Thank you for your consideration of this request.  

BIDDER INSTALLED PRICE 

Cisco, Inc. (Straight Line Fence) $13,862.00 

Fence Consultants of West MI* $18,480.00 

Van't Hof Door & Gate Systems $20,287.00 

*Open/close speed is slower  



Adjusted 

Statement 

Balance

9,006,547$         

Investments at Wells Fargo Advisors:

  Wells Fargo Advisors 47,739,151

  Franklin Fund 7,805,478

  Subtotal - Investments at Wells Fargo Advisors 55,544,629

Total - Cash & Pooled Investments 64,551,176$       

2404.xlsx 8/6/2020

Accounts at Macatawa Bank

This report presents information regarding City of Kentwood cash & pooled investments that are 

subject to Michigan Public Act 20 of 1943, as amended.

City of Kentwood

Cash & Pooled Investments

June 30, 2020

SUMMARY

Description



City of Kentwood

Cash & Pooled Investments

June 30, 2020

Adjusted 

Statement 

Balance

  Depository 7,570,066$         

  Interest Earnings 0

  Depository MMKT 0

  Accounts Payable 1,428,108

  Payroll 8,373

9,006,547           

Investments at Wells Fargo Advisors:

  Cash and Sweep Balances 1,086,754

  GNMA & U.S. Treasury securities; Certificates of Deposit 46,490,007

  Accrued Interest 162,390

7,805,478

55,544,629         

Total - Cash & Pooled Investments 64,551,176$       

2404.xlsx 8/6/2020

  Franklin U.S. Government Securities Class A mutual fund

  Subtotal - Investments at Wells Fargo Advisors

DETAILS

Description

Accounts at Macatawa Bank:

  Subtotal - Accounts at Macatawa Bank
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CHECK DISBURSEMENT REPORT FOR CITY OF KENTWOOD 1/1Pag
e:

08/06/2020 10:38 AM
User: smithpy
DB: Kentwood

CHECK DATE FROM 07/17/2020 - 08/06/2020

528,573.48 Total for fund 101 GENERAL FUND
336,066.94 Total for fund 202 MAJOR STREET
33,230.44 Total for fund 203 LOCAL STREET

34.44 Total for fund 205 POLICE & FIRE PROTECTION
2,215.00 Total for fund 213 DRAIN FUND

28.17 Total for fund 219 STREET LIGHTING
1,551.08 Total for fund 230 LANDFILL REMEDIATION FUND

1.92 Total for fund 271 LIBRARY FUND
137.46 Total for fund 285 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
60.00 Total for fund 296 HOUSING COMMISSION

31,759.69 Total for fund 401 PROPERTY BUILDING FUND
37,110.34 Total for fund 580 WATER FUND

763.73 Total for fund 590 SEWER FUND
20,364.48 Total for fund 630 SELF INSURANCE FUND
29,233.00 Total for fund 640 DPW EQUIPMENT FUND
51,993.98 Total for fund 642 POLICE CAPITAL ESCROW

2,745,578.35 Total for fund 703 TAX COLLECTION FUND
28.32 Total for fund 808 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND

3,818,730.82 TOTAL - ALL FUNDS



CHECK DISBURSEMENT REPORT FOR CITY OF KENTWOOD 1/25Pag
e:

08/06/2020 10:39 AM
User: smithpy
DB: Kentwood

CHECK DATE FROM 07/17/2020 - 08/06/2020

AmountGL #DescriptionPayeeCheck #BankCheck Date

120.00 203-203-978.001ROW COSTS-ROGER B CHAFFEEKENT COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS248556AP-MB07/20/2020

120.00 703-000-230.000JEOPARDY TAXES-DISCHARGE TX
ASSESSMNT

248556

240.00 

18.12 101-301-850.000616 350 4996 - 6/7-7-6/20AT&T MOBILITY248557AP-MB07/23/2020

18.12 101-449-850.000616 350 4996 - 6/7-7/6/20248557

36.24 

240.00 101-301-861.934VEHICLE REPAIR & MAINTENANCEAUTO SHADE248558AP-MB07/23/2020

8.61 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSBERGER CHEVROLET248559AP-MB07/23/2020

22,988.00 101-101-804.000LEGAL FEES -  JUNE 2020BLOOM SLUGGETT, PC248560AP-MB07/23/2020

10,530.50 101-301-804.000LEGAL FEES - JUNE 2020248560

133.00 285-285-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - JUNE 2020248560

33,651.50 

44.76 101-691-740.000SUPPLIESBRADLEY'S ACE HARDWARE248561AP-MB07/23/2020

780.00 101-101-941.000CITY HALL ELEVATOR TESTELEVATOR SERVICE LLC248562AP-MB07/23/2020

780.00 101-301-941.000JUSTICE CENTER - PD SIDE ELEVATOR
TEST

248562

780.00 101-336-941.000FIRE STATION NO.3 ELEVATOR TEST248562

780.00 101-738-941.000KENTWOOD LIBRARY ELEVATOR TEST248562

3,120.00 

26,376.04 202-202-810.000CONSTRUCTION ENG SVCS - 5/30-
6/26/20

FLEIS & VANDENBRINK248563AP-MB07/23/2020

579.00 202-202-810.000CONSTRUCTION ENG SVCS - 5/2-5/29/20248563

26,955.04 

39.50 101-101-963.000PARKING - MAY-JUNE 2020GRAND RAPIDS CITY TREASURER248564AP-MB07/23/2020

52,968.43 202-202-778.002TRAFFIC SIG MAINT - APRIL-JUNE 2020248564

53,007.93 

20.00 101-101-900.000PRINTING & PUBLISHING - 5/1/20THE GRAND RAPIDS TIMES248565AP-MB07/23/2020

729.73 401-401-975.000NEW WORK STATION - RECINTERPHASE INTERIORS248566AP-MB07/23/2020

168.52 202-202-778.001MAINT ROAD & STREET - JUNE 2020KENT COUNTY ROAD COMMISSION248567AP-MB07/23/2020

21.10 101-400-740.0009020508301 - JUNE 2020LANGUAGE LINE SERVICES248568AP-MB07/23/2020

800.00 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - HAKHALIAISON LINGUISTICS, LLC248569AP-MB07/23/2020

500.00 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - KINYARWANDA248569

600.00 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - ARABIC248569



CHECK DISBURSEMENT REPORT FOR CITY OF KENTWOOD 2/25Pag
e:

08/06/2020 10:39 AM
User: smithpy
DB: Kentwood

CHECK DATE FROM 07/17/2020 - 08/06/2020

AmountGL #DescriptionPayeeCheck #BankCheck Date

475.00 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - SPANISH248569

550.00 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - VIETNAMESE248569

2,925.00 

5.67 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURTTHE LIGHT BULB CO248570AP-MB07/23/2020

13.23 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE248570

18.90 

3,593.75 401-401-975.000PRINCIPAL LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
SERVICES

MC SMITH ASSOCIATES248571AP-MB07/23/2020

70.00 401-401-975.000STAFF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SERVICES248571

3,663.75 

102.00 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESMED-1 BRETON248572AP-MB07/23/2020

61.05 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURTMIDWEST AIR FILTER248573AP-MB07/23/2020

142.44 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE248573

203.49 

11,990.37 202-202-810.000PROJECT INCREASE - SANITARY + RATES
UP

MOORE & BRUGGINK248574AP-MB07/23/2020

0.00 202-202-810.000DESIGN ENGINEERING SERVICES NTE248574

0.00 202-202-810.000CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING SERVICES
NTE

248574

7,925.99 203-203-810.000DESIGN ENGINEERING SERVICES NTE248574

10,915.74 203-203-810.000PROJECT SCOPE INCREASE248574

5,314.34 580-580-810.000CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING SERVICES
NTE

248574

0.00 580-580-810.000PROJECT SCOPE INCREASE - WATERMAIN248574

10,800.00 580-580-810.000PROJECT INCREASE - SANITARY + RATES
UP

248574

46,946.44 

20.80 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSNAPA AUTO PARTS248575AP-MB07/23/2020

10.98 642-642-975.000CAPITAL OUTLAY248575

31.78 

18.29 101-301-727.000OFFICE SUPPLIES - LESS TAX $1.10OFFICE DEPOT BUSINESS ACCOUNT248576AP-MB07/23/2020

65.62 101-136-934.000REPAIRSECURALARM248577AP-MB07/23/2020

153.13 101-301-934.000REPAIR248577

218.75 

3,105.00 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREETSITEONE LANDSCAPE SUPPLY248578AP-MB07/23/2020

211.55 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREETSPARTAN DISTRIBUTORS INC248579AP-MB07/23/2020

36,915.40 202-202-978.000CONSTRUCTIONSTATE OF MICHIGAN -- MDOT248580AP-MB07/23/2020



CHECK DISBURSEMENT REPORT FOR CITY OF KENTWOOD 3/25Pag
e:

08/06/2020 10:39 AM
User: smithpy
DB: Kentwood

CHECK DATE FROM 07/17/2020 - 08/06/2020

AmountGL #DescriptionPayeeCheck #BankCheck Date

22.49 101-101-728.000POSTAGEUPS248581AP-MB07/23/2020

189.50 101-101-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICES - JUNE 2020ROTH TRUCKING TRANSPORTATION
SRV

248582AP-MB07/23/2020

1,180.00 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES - COVIDAGILE SAFETY LLC248583AP-MB07/23/2020

285.00 101-201-807.000AICPA DUES - T. CHASE - 8/1/20-
7/31/21

AICPA248584AP-MB07/23/2020

2,390.82 101-000-229.000ACCIDENT/DISABILITY INS - JULY 2020AMERICAN FIDELITY
ASSURANCE

248585AP-MB07/23/2020

229.79 101-000-230.000BASIC 125-MEDICAL - P.E. - 7/17/20AMERICAN FIDELITY ASSURANCE
CO.

248586AP-MB07/23/2020

935.07 101-101-850.000831 000 2640 300 - 7/5-8/4/20AT&T248587AP-MB07/23/2020

424.19 590-590-850.000616 R01 5636 123 6 - 7/1-7/31/20248587

1,359.26 

(259.85)101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSBERGER CHEVROLET248588AP-MB07/23/2020

23,024.00 642-642-975.0002020 CHEVROLET EQUINOX AWD LS248588

22,764.15 

(1.07)101-000-687.000CASH DISCOUNTSBRADLEY'S ACE HARDWARE248589AP-MB07/23/2020

14.58 101-336-740.000SUPPLIES248589

38.79 580-580-740.000SUPPLIES248589

52.30 

73.25 580-580-864.000VEHICLE MILEAGE - 7/10-7/16/20JEFF BREMER248590AP-MB07/23/2020

73.24 590-590-864.000VEHICLE MILEAGE - 7/10-7/16/20248590

146.49 

58.25 101-000-630.006POLICE - FINGER PRINTS REFUNDBYRON, CARLY248591AP-MB07/23/2020

230.77 101-000-231.000CASE# 17-04546  P.E. 7/17/20CHAPTER 13 TRUSTEE, BARBARA P
FOLEY

248592AP-MB07/23/2020

1,152.00 101-000-238.000POLICE  UNION DUES WHD PE 7/17/20CHEMICAL BANK248593AP-MB07/23/2020

220.00 101-000-238.000POLC & TBL DUES WHD PE 7/17/20248593

1,372.00 

44.54 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES REIMB - CONCESSION STANDKRISTINA COLBY248594AP-MB07/23/2020

260.00 101-258-801.000SAAS STANDARD USER (X4) - AUG 2020CONNECTWISE, INC248595AP-MB07/23/2020

27.40 202-202-778.001100084342698CONSUMERS ENERGY248596AP-MB07/23/2020
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1,276.52 580-580-783.000MINOR REPAIR KIT #96883068
(4AEMNSEAL)

DETROIT PUMP & MFG CO248597AP-MB07/23/2020

29.69 580-580-783.000FREIGHT - PUMP REPAIR KIT248597

1,306.21 

221.00 580-580-784.000MAINT & REPAIR OTHEREJ USA, INC248598AP-MB07/23/2020

1,781.50 101-191-740.000SUPPLIESELECTION SOURCE248599AP-MB07/23/2020

6,528.07 101-000-245.000KENTWOOD PENSION PE 7/17/20FIFTH THIRD BANK248600AP-MB07/23/2020

125.80 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREETFLIERS UNDERGROUND248601AP-MB07/23/2020

3,655.18 101-301-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7079FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM248602AP-MB07/23/2020

884.05 101-336-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7076248602

90.57 101-371-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7078248602

1,324.66 101-441-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7077248602

28.71 101-449-862.000GASOLINE EXP 9639248602

103.41 101-691-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7080248602

6,086.58 

346.27 101-000-231.000CASE# D19C06970GC P.E.- 7/17/20GOODMAN FROST,PLLC248603AP-MB07/23/2020

146.24 101-691-740.000SUPPLIESGORDON FOOD SERVICE248604AP-MB07/23/2020

27.16 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES REIMB - REACHLORI GRESNICK248605AP-MB07/23/2020

700.00 101-693-801.000SUMMER CONCERT SERIES - 7/23/20BRADLEY HARRIS248606AP-MB07/23/2020

275.00 101-000-238.000UNION -SGTS 47629-001 PE 7/17/20KENOWA MUN FED CREDIT UNION248607AP-MB07/23/2020

448.41 703-000-222.213DUE TO TAXES - COUNTY DRAIN ASSESSKENT COUNTY TREASURER248608AP-MB07/23/2020

311.56 580-580-740.000SUPPLIESKENT RUBBER SUPPLY CO248609AP-MB07/23/2020

1,285.70 101-000-229.000SHORT TERM DISABILITY INS-AUG 2020MADISON NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

248610AP-MB07/23/2020

23.00 101-691-740.000SUPPLIESMED-1 BRETON248611AP-MB07/23/2020

73.54 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES - COVENANT PARKMENARDS-WYOMING248612AP-MB07/23/2020

16.68 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES248612

90.22 

315.00 101-201-807.000FY 2020-2021 MEMBERSHIP - T. CHASEMICPA248613AP-MB07/23/2020
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3,285.97 101-000-231.000WITHLD FOC PE 7/17/20MISDU248614AP-MB07/23/2020

49.75 101-693-740.000BANNER - MARKETING MISCMOONLIGHT GRAPHICS INC248615AP-MB07/23/2020

11,250.00 101-101-725.000BENEFIT CONSULTING - JULY-SEPT 2020NATIONAL INSURANCE
SERVICES

248616AP-MB07/23/2020

125.60 101-441-740.208PARK MAINT SUPPLIESNETWORK SERVICES COMPANY248617AP-MB07/23/2020

251.20 590-590-740.000SUPPLIES248617

376.80 

844.20 580-580-778.000UCMR4 LAB WORKNORTHERN LAKE SERVICES, INC.248618AP-MB07/23/2020

614.50 101-301-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSENYE UNIFORM248619AP-MB07/23/2020

214.50 101-336-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSE248619

829.00 

25.98 101-301-727.000OFFICE SUPPLIES - LESS TAX $ 1.56OFFICE DEPOT BUSINESS ACCOUNT248620AP-MB07/23/2020

1,250.00 101-301-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICESPINE REST CHRISTIAN MENTAL248621AP-MB07/23/2020

1,250.00 101-301-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICESPINE REST CHRISTIAN MENTAL248622AP-MB07/23/2020

34.95 101-101-740.000SUPPLIESSMART BUSINESS SOURCE LLC248623AP-MB07/23/2020

165.77 101-301-727.000OFFICE SUPPLIES248623

200.72 

652.80 101-301-941.00034 MOBICONTROL CLIENT LICENSES WITHSOTI, INC248624AP-MB07/23/2020

211.20 101-336-941.00011 MOBICONTROL CLIENT LICENSES WITH248624

864.00 

388.47 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREETSPARTAN DISTRIBUTORS INC248625AP-MB07/23/2020

144.00 101-441-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICESSHMG OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH248626AP-MB07/23/2020

15.11 580-580-864.000VEHICLE MILEAGE - 7/9/20TERRY STEENHAGEN248627AP-MB07/23/2020

15.10 590-590-864.000VEHICLE MILEAGE - 7/9/20248627

30.21 

38.00 101-336-801.000FIRE STATION NO.2TERMINIX OF WEST MICHIGAN248628AP-MB07/23/2020

45.00 101-691-801.000VETS PARK CONCESSION AREA248628

99.00 101-691-801.000RECREATION CENTER248628

182.00 

0.42 101-101-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20VERIZON WIRELESS248629AP-MB07/23/2020
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47.72 101-136-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

26.10 101-137-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

36.01 101-209-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

48.99 101-253-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

133.99 101-258-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

96.71 101-371-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

621.07 101-441-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

133.47 101-691-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

36.01 101-693-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

135.14 580-580-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/11-8/10/20248629

1,315.63 

48.00 101-101-963.000OTHER EXPENSES - JULY 2020VITAL RECORDS HOLDINGS, LLC248630AP-MB07/23/2020

6.16 101-209-740.000SUPPLIES-RECORD RETENTION-JULY 2020248630

269.48 101-301-740.000SUPPLIES-RECORD RETENTION-JULY 2020248630

57.73 101-371-740.000SUPPLIES-RECORD RETENTION-JULY 2020248630

20.54 101-400-740.000SUPPLIES-RECORD RETENTION-JULY 2020248630

54.61 101-449-740.000SUPPLIES-RECORD RETENTION-JULY 2020248630

4.46 285-285-740.000SUPPLIES-RECORD RETENTION-JULY 2020248630

460.98 

180.40 101-336-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - P.E. 6/30/20BLDI, INC248631AP-MB07/30/2020

28.58 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESBRADLEY'S ACE HARDWARE248632AP-MB07/30/2020

8.59 101-441-740.208PARK MAINT SUPPLIES248632

37.17 

1.59 219-219-920.000103009432222-6/1-6/30/20 CORRECTEDCONSUMERS ENERGY248633AP-MB07/30/2020

181,539.00 202-202-978.000ELECTRIC UTILITY RELOCATIONCONSUMERS ENERGY248634AP-MB07/30/2020

86.80 101-336-934.000REPAIRFIRE FIGHTER SALES & SERVICE248635AP-MB07/30/2020

100.00 401-401-975.000CAPITAL OUTLAY - CONCESSION STANDGR CENTRAL IRON & STEEL248636AP-MB07/30/2020

4,250.00 101-301-801.000CSU REG TIME HOURS - 4/1-6/30/20KENT COUNTY TREASURER248637AP-MB07/30/2020

4,200.00 101-301-801.000CSU O/T HOURS - 4/1-6/30/20248637

1,250.00 101-301-801.000ADMIN FEE - 4/1-6/30/20248637

9,700.00 

2,210.90 101-301-808.000HOUSING - JUNE 2020KENT COUNTY TREASURER248638AP-MB07/30/2020

864.42 101-301-808.000ARREST PROCESSING - JUNE 2020KENT COUNTY TREASURER248639AP-MB07/30/2020
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90.00 101-301-740.000WE - WASTE TO ENERGYKENT COUNTY TREASURER-DPW248640AP-MB07/30/2020

59.90 101-336-740.000SUPPLIES - COVIDMARK'S BODY SHOP248641AP-MB07/30/2020

102.00 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESMED-1 BRETON248642AP-MB07/30/2020

399.99 401-401-975.000CAPITAL OUTLAY - CONCESSION STANDMENARDS-WYOMING248643AP-MB07/30/2020

3,328.69 101-336-934.000REPAIRQUALITY AIR HEATING & COOLING248644AP-MB07/30/2020

7.96 101-101-740.000SUPPLIESRIDGEMOOR SUPPLY INC.248645AP-MB07/30/2020

23.90 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE248645

23.91 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES248645

55.77 

73.00 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES - KENISPORTING U248646AP-MB07/30/2020

145.00 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES - ROB248646

135.00 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES - VAL248646

353.00 

361.90 101-301-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICES - MAY 2020VERIZON CONNECT NWF INC248647AP-MB07/30/2020

356.18 101-301-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICES - JUNE 2020248647

718.08 

7,944.68 101-101-808.452QTR TSFR - CEG (AT&T) Q.E. 6/30/20WKTV248648AP-MB07/30/2020

9,798.43 101-101-808.452QTR TSFR - CAS (AT&T) Q.E. 6/30/20248648

17,743.11 

24.00 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICEAB LOCK & SAFE INC248649AP-MB07/30/2020

121.72 101-441-740.208PARK MAINT SUPPLIES248649

44.50 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES248649

190.22 

1,115.50 630-630-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV- DENTAL- AUG 2020ADN ADMINISTRATORS, INC.248650AP-MB07/30/2020

161.25 630-635-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV- VISION- AUG 2020248650

1,276.75 

2,172.00 101-000-202.001BSW200015 - PDW190051ALLEN EDWIN HOME BUILDERS LLC248651AP-MB07/30/2020

50.18 101-101-850.000616 656 3333 777 0 - 7/19-8/18/20AT&T248652AP-MB07/30/2020

365.43 101-101-850.000616 698 6580 556 3 - 7/19-8/18/20248652

1,754.25 101-301-850.000616 698 6580 556 3 - 7/19-8/18/20248652
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50.18 101-738-850.000616 554 1233 256 7  - 7/19-8/18/20248652

2,220.04 

5,462.40 101-101-850.000TELEPHONE - ASE - 7/8-8/7/20AT&T248653AP-MB07/30/2020

0.89 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERATA NATIONAL TITLE GROUP LLC248654AP-MB07/30/2020

89.40 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248654

90.29 

7,874.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATIONBEHRENS JR., LARRY248655AP-MB07/30/2020

368.40 101-101-740.000SUPPLIESBROADMOOR PRODUCTS INC248656AP-MB07/30/2020

1,073.65 101-738-740.000SUPPLIES248656

1,442.05 

28.80 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESBROWNELLS INC248657AP-MB07/30/2020

34.93 101-441-740.691SPORTS FIELD SUPPLIESBSN SPORTS-SPORT SUPPLY GROUP248658AP-MB07/30/2020

10,198.07 703-000-225.050TAX - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020CALEDONIA COMMUNITY SCHOOLS248659AP-MB07/30/2020

9.28 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERCHICAGO TITLE OF MICHIGAN248660AP-MB07/30/2020

927.68 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248660

936.96 

5.15 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERCHICAGO TITLE OF MICHIGAN248661AP-MB07/30/2020

514.87 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248661

520.02 

43.14 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES REIMB - CONCESSION STANDKRISTINA COLBY248662AP-MB07/30/2020

80.00 101-691-801.000OFFICIATING PAY P.E. - 7/24/20STEPHEN W COLLINS248663AP-MB07/30/2020

626.00 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICECOLONY HARDWARE CORPORATION248664AP-MB07/30/2020

194.46 101-336-740.0008529112770354536 - 7/14-8/13/20COMCAST248665AP-MB07/30/2020

142.14 101-336-740.0008529112770344669 - 7/14-8/13/20248665

336.60 

1,668.38 101-336-920.000100013677677CONSUMERS ENERGY248666AP-MB07/30/2020

32.80 101-441-920.000100019448198248666

96.13 101-441-920.000100011131024248666

756.73 101-441-920.000103037845452 - COVENANT PARK248666

25.36 202-202-778.002100014708596248666
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2,579.40 

800.00 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESDINGES FIRE COMPANY248667AP-MB07/30/2020

50.03 101-336-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSE248667

850.03 

100.36 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREETDORNBOS SIGN INC248668AP-MB07/30/2020

290.00 101-191-740.000SUPPLIESELECTION SOURCE248669AP-MB07/30/2020

350.00 101-101-801.0004900 BRETON (CITY HALL)ELITE BUILDING SERVICES248670AP-MB07/30/2020

135.00 101-136-740.1364740/4742 WALMA  (JUSTICE)248670

315.00 101-301-740.3014740/4742 WALMA  (JUSTICE)248670

150.00 101-441-801.0005068 BRETON (DPW)248670

70.00 101-691-801.000355 48TH  (REC CENTER)248670

880.00 101-738-801.0004950 BRETON (LIBRARY)248670

1,900.00 

0.14 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERELLENS KRISTEN248671AP-MB07/30/2020

14.40 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248671

14.54 

37.21 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESEMERGENCY MEDICAL PRODUCTS248672AP-MB07/30/2020

36.09 101-101-728.000POSTAGEFEDEX248673AP-MB07/30/2020

1,048.53 101-336-934.000REPAIRFIRST DUE FIRE SUPPLY CO248674AP-MB07/30/2020

251.95 703-000-225.110TAX - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020FOREST HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOLS248675AP-MB07/30/2020

18.77 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERFREEMAN KURT & LISA248676AP-MB07/30/2020

34.44 205-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248676

1.92 271-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248676

176.81 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248676

231.94 

2,200.00 203-203-778.001ASPHALT PATCH @ 1480 MAPLEVIEWFRICKE ASPHALT MAINTANCE LLC248677AP-MB07/30/2020

1,900.00 203-203-778.001ASPHALT PATCH @ 4864 POINSETTIA248677

4,100.00 

262.09 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESGILSON GRAPHICS248678AP-MB07/30/2020

63.94 101-691-740.000SUPPLIESGORDON FOOD SERVICE248679AP-MB07/30/2020
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42.29 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURTGRAINGER INC248680AP-MB07/30/2020

98.67 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE248680

140.96 

1,792.50 101-000-202.001BGR19-0005 - PESC190005GRAND RAPIDS CITY TREASURER248681AP-MB07/30/2020

5,900.00 101-000-202.001BGR20-0001 - PESC200001248681

1,902.50 101-000-202.001BGR19-0004 - PESC190004248681

6,167.50 101-000-202.001BGR19-0003 - PESC190003248681

1,315.00 101-000-202.001BGR18-0003 - PESC180003248681

17,077.50 

1,443.78 703-000-224.001TAX - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020GRAND RAPIDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE248682AP-MB07/30/2020

200.00 101-000-202.001BPL190005 - PB19040019HALL ARIANNE248683AP-MB07/30/2020

80.00 101-691-801.000OFFICIATING PAY P.E. - 7/24/20DONALD S HOOGSTRA248684AP-MB07/30/2020

1,192.48 703-000-223.001TAX - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020INTERURBAN TRANSIT PARTNERSHIP248685AP-MB07/30/2020

122.00 101-000-612.000RECREATION FEES REFUNDJAGT, JUDY248686AP-MB07/30/2020

270.00 101-000-202.00105g. Data/Communications Outlet per
20

KEN GELDER SERVICES LLC248687AP-MB07/30/2020

1,399.45 101-101-900.000SPOT LIGHT NEWSLETTERKENT COMMUNICATIONS INC248688AP-MB07/30/2020

2,423.75 101-253-900.000SUMMER 2020 TAX BILLS248688

3,823.20 

8,558.09 703-000-222.000TAX - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020KENT COUNTY TREASURER248689AP-MB07/30/2020

4,793.60 703-000-228.000SET - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020KENT COUNTY TREASURER248690AP-MB07/30/2020

526.00 101-000-222.000MOBILE HOME PRK FEES - JULY 2020KENT COUNTY TREASURER248691AP-MB07/30/2020

2,104.00 101-000-225.000MOBILE HOME PRK FEES-SET- JULY 2020248691

2,630.00 

3,238.42 703-000-223.000TAX  - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020KENT DISTRICT LIBRARY248692AP-MB07/30/2020

4,586.81 703-000-224.000TAX  - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020KENT INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST248693AP-MB07/30/2020

66.20 101-691-922.000WATER & SEWER EXP - 630-0068-02-00CITY OF KENTWOOD - UTILITY248694AP-MB07/30/2020

5,315.25 101-691-922.000WATER & SEWER EXP - 630-0068-06-00248694

15.50 202-202-922.000WATER & SEWER EXP - 632-5530-00-00248694

46.50 202-202-922.000WATER & SEWER EXP - 631-5830-00-00248694
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89.90 202-202-922.000WATER & SEWER EXP - 631-5750-00-00248694

111.60 202-202-922.000WATER & SEWER EXP - 631-5850-00-00248694

5,644.95 

10,747.73 703-000-225.160TAX  - DELQ'T PPT - JUNE 2020KENTWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOLS248695AP-MB07/30/2020

200.00 101-000-202.001BPL200004 - PB20040544KONYNDYK JAMES A248696AP-MB07/30/2020

800.00 101-693-801.000SUMMER CONCERT SERIES - 7/30/20WILLIAM J. LAVALLEY248697AP-MB07/30/2020

20.86 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURTTHE LIGHT BULB CO248698AP-MB07/30/2020

48.66 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE248698

69.52 

0.04 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERLONG GREGORY248699AP-MB07/30/2020

3.60 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248699

3.64 

2,303.04 101-000-123.717PREPAID LIFE INSURANCE - AUG 2020MADISON NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

248700AP-MB07/30/2020

4,911.43 101-000-123.721PREPD LONGTERM DISAB INS- AUG 2020248700

438.70 101-000-229.001EE VOL LIFE INS - AUG 2020248700

7,653.17 

2.97 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERMAHMUTOVIC ELVIS248701AP-MB07/30/2020

297.00 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248701

299.97 

102.00 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESMED-1 BRETON248702AP-MB07/30/2020

23.00 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES248702

125.00 

36.97 101-441-740.000SUPPLIESMENARDS-WYOMING248703AP-MB07/30/2020

68.69 401-401-975.000CAPITAL OUTLAY - CONCESSION STAND248703

105.66 

110.00 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES - COVIDMICHIGAN BLACK SIGNS248704AP-MB07/30/2020

595.69 101-441-740.208PARK MAINT SUPPLIESNETWORK SERVICES COMPANY248705AP-MB07/30/2020

612.50 101-301-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSENYE UNIFORM248706AP-MB07/30/2020

469.15 101-336-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSE248706

1,081.65 
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182.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATIONOKIC, HAZIM & MERIMA248707AP-MB07/30/2020

1,498.14 580-580-801.000DIST 4 RTE 14-18, DIST 5 RTE 19-25OLAMETER, CORPORATION248708AP-MB07/30/2020

1,250.00 101-336-740.000PRE-EMPLOYMENT EVALPINE REST CHRISTIAN MENTAL248709AP-MB07/30/2020

226.98 101-101-728.000METER RENTAL - 5/1-7/31/20PITNEY BOWES INC248710AP-MB07/30/2020

2,215.00 213-000-041.000ALGAE TREATMENT OF LAKEPLM LAKE & LAND MANAGEMENT
CORP

248711AP-MB07/30/2020

178.00 101-101-740.000SUPPLIES - AUGUST 2020RED CREEK WASTE SERVICES, INC.248712AP-MB07/30/2020

178.00 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURT - AUGUST 2020248712

178.00 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE - AUGUST 2020248712

200.40 101-336-740.000SUPPLIES - AUGUST 2020248712

1,084.65 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES - AUGUST 2020248712

178.95 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES - AUGUST 2020248712

178.00 101-738-740.000SUPPLIES - AUGUST 2020248712

2,176.00 

10.44 101-101-740.000SUPPLIESSMART BUSINESS SOURCE LLC248713AP-MB07/30/2020

48.24 101-201-740.000SUPPLIES248713

94.29 101-215-740.000SUPPLIES248713

366.34 101-301-727.000OFFICE SUPPLIES248713

519.31 

0.03 101-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERSMITH ERNESTINE248714AP-MB07/30/2020

2.70 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMER248714

2.73 

400.00 101-000-202.00101. Commercial Plan Reivew FeeTEAM RESTORATION INC248715AP-MB07/30/2020

762.32 101-101-850.000TELEPHONE - 7/8-8/7/20TELNET WORLDWIDE INC248716AP-MB07/30/2020

38.40 101-136-740.136JUSTICE CENTERTERMINIX OF WEST MICHIGAN248717AP-MB07/30/2020

89.60 101-301-740.301JUSTICE CENTER248717

40.00 101-336-801.000FIRE STATION NO.3248717

43.00 101-336-801.000FIRE STATION NO.1 - ADMINISTRATION248717

124.00 101-441-801.000DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS248717

37.00 101-738-801.000KENTWOOD LIBRARY248717

372.00 

150.00 101-301-934.000REPAIRTMDE CALIBRATION LABS, INC248718AP-MB07/30/2020
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160.00 101-691-801.000OFFICIATING PAY P.E. - 7/24/20ROBERT VANDER HART248719AP-MB07/30/2020

140.00 101-000-695.4002417 MAPLEVIEW SEWASTE TRENDS248720AP-MB07/30/2020

650.00 101-000-695.4003939 SCHAFFER SE248720

150.00 101-000-695.4003270 28TH ST SE248720

260.00 101-000-695.4005980 KALAMAZOO SE248720

1,200.00 

1,407.00 101-691-910.000RECREATION DEPT - PREMIUM RENEWAL1ST AGENCY248721AP-MB08/06/2020

715.00 101-691-910.000THERAPEUTIC PROG - PREMIUM RENEWAL248721

2,122.00 

52.50 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESAAA SLING INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY248722AP-MB08/06/2020

96.00 101-136-740.000SUPPLIESADE INC248723AP-MB08/06/2020

8,648.86 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - JUNE 2020COURT COMPLIANCE CORPORATION248724AP-MB08/06/2020

129.08 101-336-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSEDINGES FIRE COMPANY248725AP-MB08/06/2020

38.00 101-336-861.000AUTO SUPPLIESFIRE FIGHTER SALES & SERVICE248726AP-MB08/06/2020

795.80 101-000-453.001DOG LICENSES - 10/1/19-3/31/20KENT COUNTY HEALTH DEPT248727AP-MB08/06/2020

90.00 101-171-850.000TELEPHONE - 5/8-7/7/20STEPHEN KEPLEY248728AP-MB08/06/2020

140.79 101-171-864.000VEHICLE MILEAGE - JUNE 2020248728

230.79 

628.29 101-136-801.0009020508015 - JUNE 2020LANGUAGE LINE SERVICES248729AP-MB08/06/2020

422.31 101-136-740.000SUPPLIESLEXIS NEXIS - MATTHEW BENDER248730AP-MB08/06/2020

9.06 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESLOWES HOME IMPROVEMENT248731AP-MB08/06/2020

131.80 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES248731

79.07 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES - COVENANT PARK - COVID248731

57.00 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREET248731

276.93 

27.65 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSNAPA AUTO PARTS248732AP-MB08/06/2020

123.65 101-000-114.000INVENTORY - LESS TAX $6.34248732

159.00 101-441-941.000TRACS RENTAL - MAY 2020248732

310.30 

12.92 101-136-806.000WITNESS FEES & JURY FEES62-B DISTRICT COURT - PETTY
CASH

248733AP-MB08/06/2020
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218.75 101-136-934.000REPAIRSECURALARM248734AP-MB08/06/2020

67.50 101-136-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - JUNE 2020SECURITY INC.248735AP-MB08/06/2020

84.82 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESSMART BUSINESS SOURCE LLC248736AP-MB08/06/2020

823.31 101-441-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - JUNE 2020VERIZON CONNECT NWF INC248737AP-MB08/06/2020

288.00 101-301-861.000POLICE - JULY 202052ND STREET AUTOWASH248738AP-MB08/06/2020

6.00 101-371-740.000INSPECTIONS - JULY 2020248738

294.00 

239.00 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICEAB LOCK & SAFE INC248739AP-MB08/06/2020

16,217.00 630-630-964.720CLAIMS - DENTAL - JULY 2020ADN ADMINISTRATORS, INC.248740AP-MB08/06/2020

1,916.98 630-635-964.722CLAIMS-VISION - JULY 2020248740

18,133.98 

32.83 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSAIS CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
CORP

248741AP-MB08/06/2020

168.17 580-580-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERVICES - JULY 2020ALL SERVICE MESSAGE CENTER248742AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST170018 - PB17038590ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248743AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190042 - PB19040300ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248744AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190013 - PB19039959ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248745AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190017 - PB19040180ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248746AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190018 - PB19040166ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248747AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190019 - PB19040165ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248748AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190021 - PB19040179ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248749AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190023 - PB19040178ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248750AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190027 - PB19040170ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248751AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190028 - PB19040169ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248752AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190031 - PB19040177ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248753AP-MB08/06/2020
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370.00 101-000-202.001BST190032 - PB19040204ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248754AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190034 - PB19040203ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248755AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190035 - PB19040167ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248756AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190036 - PB19040168ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248757AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190037 - PB19040241ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248758AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190039 - PB19040259ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248759AP-MB08/06/2020

370.00 101-000-202.001BST190030 - PB19040176ALLEN EDWIN HOMES248760AP-MB08/06/2020

842.97 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERAMERICA'S ONE TITLE AGENCY248761AP-MB08/06/2020

191.33 101-000-230.000BASIC 125-MEDICAL - P.E. - 7/31/20AMERICAN FIDELITY ASSURANCE
CO.

248762AP-MB08/06/2020

1,040.00 101-336-975.000CRW800 SPIRIT COMMERCIAL ROWER
STATION

AMERICAN HOME FITNESS248763AP-MB08/06/2020

406.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATION - GRADING PERMITANCHOR KENTWOOD INDUSTRIAL II,
LLC

248764AP-MB08/06/2020

356.01 101-336-850.000616 534 7117 767 3 - 7/22-8/21/20AT&T248765AP-MB08/06/2020

1,453.17 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSB & B TRUCK EQUIPMENT248766AP-MB08/06/2020

75.00 101-000-612.693REC FEES-COMMUNITY EVENTSBATH FITTER248767AP-MB08/06/2020

49.95 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESBATTERIES PLUS248768AP-MB08/06/2020

1,012.11 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSBERGER CHEVROLET248769AP-MB08/06/2020

29,233.00 640-640-975.0002020 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500248769

30,245.11 

132.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATION - GRADING PERMITBIRCH CREEK CONDOMINIUMS ASSN
INC.

248770AP-MB08/06/2020

13.16 101-301-740.000SUPPLIES - COVIDBOUND TREE MEDICAL248771AP-MB08/06/2020

3.90 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSBRADLEY'S ACE HARDWARE248772AP-MB08/06/2020

(0.08)101-000-687.000CASH DISCOUNTS248772

3.82 

128.22 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESBROWNELLS INC248773AP-MB08/06/2020

3,289.00 101-209-941.000ASSESSING SYS - 8/1/20-8/1/21BS & A SOFTWARE248774AP-MB08/06/2020
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694.00 101-371-941.000PAS - SERVICE FEE - PREV QTR248774

3,983.00 

99,058.43 703-000-225.050TAX - S TAX 20CALEDONIA COMMUNITY SCHOOLS248775AP-MB08/06/2020

241.73 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSCARLETON EQUIPMENT CO248776AP-MB08/06/2020

230.77 101-000-231.000CASE# 17-04546  P.E. 7/31/20CHAPTER 13 TRUSTEE, BARBARA P
FOLEY

248777AP-MB08/06/2020

1,152.00 101-000-238.000POLICE  UNION DUES WHD PE 7/31/20CHEMICAL BANK248778AP-MB08/06/2020

220.00 101-000-238.000POLC & TBL DUES WHD PE 7/31/20248778

1,372.00 

7.32 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSCHERRY VALLEY STOVE & SAW248779AP-MB08/06/2020

26.22 101-691-864.000VEHICLE MILEAGE - JULY 2020KRISTINA COLBY248780AP-MB08/06/2020

239.26 101-101-740.0008529112770344651-TV - 8/2-9/1/20COMCAST248781AP-MB08/06/2020

127.68 101-136-740.0008529112770201042 - 8/6-9/5/20248781

366.94 

8,302.26 101-101-920.000100000185502CONSUMERS ENERGY248782AP-MB08/06/2020

3,484.65 101-136-920.000100000185502248782

8,130.84 101-301-920.000100000185502248782

1,892.79 101-336-920.000100000185247248782

28.05 101-441-920.000100040306902248782

40.71 101-441-920.000100086447073248782

5,081.75 101-441-920.000100023427170248782

120.44 101-441-920.000100025391192248782

1,364.66 101-691-920.000100025391192248782

6,058.08 101-738-920.000100000185601248782

27.40 202-202-778.001100079875348248782

27.40 202-202-778.001100077120697248782

26.58 219-219-920.000100040623397248782

1,551.08 230-000-040.000100000185601248782

12,050.81 580-580-920.000100000188035248782

206.02 580-580-920.000100021705742248782

1,147.06 580-580-920.001100000185601248782

28.32 808-000-216.305103007430723 - PFEIFFER WOODS248782

49,568.90 

3,051.25 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSCOURTESY DODGE248783AP-MB08/06/2020
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0.36 101-000-405.000DOCKET# PRE-024CRUZ, EDWIN248784AP-MB08/06/2020

36.00 703-000-225.160DOCKET# PRE-024248784

36.36 

6,440.34 101-336-861.934VEHICLE REPAIR & MAINTENANCECUMMINS BRIDGEWAY LLC248785AP-MB08/06/2020

116.73 101-336-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSEDINGES FIRE COMPANY248786AP-MB08/06/2020

166.11 101-101-921.000910021332135DTE ENERGY248787AP-MB08/06/2020

589.01 101-136-921.000910021269030248787

1,374.38 101-301-921.000910021269030248787

78.45 101-336-921.000910020347175248787

67.07 101-336-921.000910021319710248787

67.07 101-336-921.000910020310231248787

197.18 101-441-921.000910021332317248787

37.48 101-441-921.000910022508998248787

80.73 101-691-921.000910020324950248787

71.06 101-738-921.000910021269162248787

37.48 580-580-921.000920014979081248787

37.48 580-580-921.000910021319520248787

37.48 580-580-921.001910021319942248787

2,840.98 

4,076.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATIONDYER, ANN M.248788AP-MB08/06/2020

6,022.17 101-000-245.000KENTWOOD PENSION PE 7/31/20FIFTH THIRD BANK248789AP-MB08/06/2020

953.75 630-625-801.000CONTRACTUAL SERV - AUGUST 2020FIRST STOP HEALTH, LLC248790AP-MB08/06/2020

86.73 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERFNC TITLE SERVICES LLC248791AP-MB08/06/2020

80,516.39 703-000-225.110TAX - S TAX 20FOREST HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOLS248792AP-MB08/06/2020

342.50 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSFOX POWERSPORTS, LLC248793AP-MB08/06/2020

3,664.12 101-301-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7079FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM248794AP-MB08/06/2020

794.22 101-336-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7076248794

66.35 101-371-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7078248794

1,159.66 101-441-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7077248794

28.85 101-449-862.000GASOLINE EXP 9639248794

173.67 101-691-862.000GASOLINE EXP 7080248794

5,886.87 
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532.00 101-301-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSEGALLS-QUARTERMASTER248795AP-MB08/06/2020

271.74 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESGILSON GRAPHICS248796AP-MB08/06/2020

72.99 101-441-740.000SUPPLIESGODWIN HARDWARE & PLUMBING,
INC

248797AP-MB08/06/2020

346.27 101-000-231.000CASE# D19C06970GC P.E.- 7/31/20GOODMAN FROST,PLLC248798AP-MB08/06/2020

0.22 101-000-405.000DOCKET# PRE-017GOULD, ALICE248799AP-MB08/06/2020

23.40 703-000-225.160DOCKET# PRE-017248799

23.62 

0.20 101-000-405.000DOCKET# PRE-017GOULD, ALICE248800AP-MB08/06/2020

19.80 703-000-225.160DOCKET# PRE-017248800

20.00 

76.61 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSGRAINGER INC248801AP-MB08/06/2020

7,347.34 101-000-222.000PILOT - 2019GRAND RAPIDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE248802AP-MB08/06/2020

188,413.48 703-000-224.001TAX - S TAX 20GRAND RAPIDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE248803AP-MB08/06/2020

0.13 101-000-405.000DOCKET# PRE-016HADZIC, SEFIK248804AP-MB08/06/2020

12.88 703-000-225.160DOCKET# PRE-016248804

13.01 

0.14 101-000-405.000DOCKET# PRE-016HADZIC, SEFIK248805AP-MB08/06/2020

14.40 703-000-225.160DOCKET# PRE-016248805

14.54 

0.12 101-000-405.000DOCKET# PRE-016HADZIC, SEFIK248806AP-MB08/06/2020

12.60 703-000-225.160DOCKET# PRE-016248806

12.72 

204.23 101-441-740.000TOOL ALLOWANCE - M. HALLMIKE HALL248807AP-MB08/06/2020

170.00 101-000-236.000JEANS CHARITY FUND - JULY 2020HAND2HAND248808AP-MB08/06/2020

1,339.00 101-441-801.000PINE HILL - JULY 2020HOFFMAN LAWN CARE LLC248809AP-MB08/06/2020

267.80 202-000-040.00060TH MEDIAN - JULY 2020248809

1,580.00 202-202-778.001CLEAR VISION - JULY 2020248809

6,234.93 202-202-778.001KENTWOOD MEDIANS - JULY 2020248809

9,421.73 
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6,074.51 101-000-222.000PILOT 2019INTERURBAN TRANSIT PARTNERSHIP248810AP-MB08/06/2020

155,899.36 703-000-223.001TAX - S TAX 20INTERURBAN TRANSIT PARTNERSHIP248811AP-MB08/06/2020

156.00 101-301-740.000SUPPLIES - COVIDJANITORIAL SUPPLY SOLUTIONS248812AP-MB08/06/2020

165.00 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURT- LESS TAX $ 9.60JOHNSON CONTROLS FIRE
PROTECTION LP

248813AP-MB08/06/2020

233.71 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESJOHNSTONE SUPPLY248814AP-MB08/06/2020

71,782.07 703-000-225.140TAX - S TAX 20KELLOGGSVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS248815AP-MB08/06/2020

275.00 101-000-238.000UNION -SGTS 47629-001 PE 7/31/20KENOWA MUN FED CREDIT UNION248816AP-MB08/06/2020

30.00 296-296-740.000DISCHARGE MORTGAGE - REMERKENT COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS248817AP-MB08/06/2020

30.00 296-296-740.000DISCHARGE MORTGAGE - RICARDO & MUSSKENT COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS248818AP-MB08/06/2020

26,117.56 101-000-222.000PILOT 2019KENT COUNTY TREASURER248819AP-MB08/06/2020

455,546.79 703-000-222.000TAX - S TAX 20KENT COUNTY TREASURER248820AP-MB08/06/2020

608,136.93 703-000-228.000SET - S TAX 20KENT COUNTY TREASURER248821AP-MB08/06/2020

5,283.69 101-000-222.000PILOT 2019KENT DISTRICT LIBRARY248822AP-MB08/06/2020

23,417.08 101-000-222.000PILOT 2019KENT INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST248823AP-MB08/06/2020

600,496.18 703-000-224.000TAX  - S TAX 20KENT INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST248824AP-MB08/06/2020

26,797.53 401-401-975.0002020 SUMMER TAXES - COVENANT PARKCITY OF KENTWOOD TREASURER248825AP-MB08/06/2020

24,413.22 101-000-225.000PILOT 2019KENTWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOLS248826AP-MB08/06/2020

434,428.68 703-000-225.160TAX - S TAX 20KENTWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOLS248827AP-MB08/06/2020

10.53 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERKRUSE NANCY248828AP-MB08/06/2020

589.27 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERLEGACY TITLE AGENCY248829AP-MB08/06/2020

1,036.95 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERLEGACY TITLE AGENCY248830AP-MB08/06/2020

219.10 101-136-740.000SUPPLIESLEXIS NEXIS - MATTHEW BENDER248831AP-MB08/06/2020

221.00 101-136-740.000SUPPLIES - JULY 2020LEXIS NEXIS248832AP-MB08/06/2020
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160.67 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESLOWES HOME IMPROVEMENT248833AP-MB08/06/2020

331.33 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES248833

481.76 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES - COVENANT PARK248833

208.97 101-441-740.208PARK MAINT SUPPLIES248833

10.64 101-441-740.691SPORTS FIELD SUPPLIES248833

183.21 202-202-778.001MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREET248833

1,376.58 

200.00 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSMARK'S BODY SHOP248834AP-MB08/06/2020

776.09 101-441-743.000UNIFORM EXPENSEMAURER'S TEXTILE
RENTAL SERVICES

248835AP-MB08/06/2020

35.00 101-301-740.000SUPPLIESMED-1 BRETON248836AP-MB08/06/2020

384.00 101-336-740.000SUPPLIES248836

419.00 

10.37 101-136-740.136SUPPLIES JC COURTMIDWEST AIR FILTER248837AP-MB08/06/2020

24.19 101-301-740.301SUPPLIES JC POLICE248837

58.20 101-691-740.000SUPPLIES248837

92.76 

3,285.97 101-000-231.000WITHLD FOC PE 7/31/20MISDU248838AP-MB08/06/2020

10,168.71 203-203-810.000PROJECT SCOPE INCREASEMOORE & BRUGGINK248839AP-MB08/06/2020

2,868.10 580-580-810.000ENGINEERING SERVICES248839

13,036.81 

637.81 101-336-934.000REPAIRMSA SAFETY SALES, LLC248840AP-MB08/06/2020

2,181.73 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSNAPA AUTO PARTS248841AP-MB08/06/2020

136.76 101-000-114.000INVENTORY - LESS TAX $8.21248841

30.39 101-000-114.000INVENTORY - LESS TAX $1.82248841

6.99 101-000-114.000INVENTORY - LESS TAX $.42248841

35.48 101-336-740.000SUPPLIES248841

21.96 101-336-861.000AUTO SUPPLIES - LESS TAX $1.32248841

93.65 101-441-740.000SUPPLIES248841

2,506.96 

139.52 101-336-740.000SUPPLIESNETWORK SERVICES COMPANY248842AP-MB08/06/2020

(53.28)101-441-740.208PARK MAINT SUPPLIES248842

86.24 

75.00 101-000-669.691DEPOSIT REFUNDO'NEAL, TANISHA248843AP-MB08/06/2020
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11.74 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERORIX REAL ESTATE CAPITAL LLC248844AP-MB08/06/2020

40.00 101-000-612.000RECREATION FEES REFUNDOUENDAG, JAN248845AP-MB08/06/2020

329.00 101-693-740.000CONCERT SERIES 2020 - 4900 BRETON
RD

PLUMMERS DISPOSAL SERVICES248846AP-MB08/06/2020

490.00 101-101-728.000POSTAGE-3947PURCHASE POWER248847AP-MB08/06/2020

467.84 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSRHD TIRE COMPANY248848AP-MB08/06/2020

182.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATION - GRADING PERMITRIEMERSMA, JAMES & BARBARA248849AP-MB08/06/2020

28,959.00 642-642-975.0002020 FORD TRANSIT 250 CARGO VANSIGNATURE FORD L-M248850AP-MB08/06/2020

607.46 101-136-740.000SUPPLIESSMART BUSINESS SOURCE LLC248851AP-MB08/06/2020

9.95 101-191-740.000SUPPLIES248851

82.73 101-336-740.000SUPPLIES248851

11.29 101-371-740.000SUPPLIES248851

5.89 101-449-740.000SUPPLIES248851

717.32 

475.00 101-441-740.000TOOL ALLOWANCE - C. MCCARTHYSNAP-ON TOOLS248852AP-MB08/06/2020

26.10 101-301-850.000TELEPHONE - AUGUST 2020SPOK, INC.248853AP-MB08/06/2020

477.06 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERSTAR TITLE AGENCY LLC248854AP-MB08/06/2020

135,717.48 101-000-225.000PILOT 2019STATE OF MICHIGAN248855AP-MB08/06/2020

510.91 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERSUCCESS MORTGAGE PARTNERS INC248856AP-MB08/06/2020

53.00 202-202-978.001JUST COMPENSATION - GRADING PERMITSWEET HOLDINGS II, LLC248857AP-MB08/06/2020

32.00 101-101-801.000KENTWOOD CITY HALLTERMINIX OF WEST MICHIGAN248858AP-MB08/06/2020

1,500.00 101-693-801.000SUMMER CONCERT SERIES - 8/6/20THIS IS THE SOUND MUSIC GROUP,
INC

248859AP-MB08/06/2020

97.05 101-136-934.000REPAIRTRANE248860AP-MB08/06/2020

226.45 101-301-934.000REPAIR248860

323.50 

96.10 101-302-740.000SUPPLIES - JULY 2020TRANS UNION RISK AND
ALTERNATIVE

248861AP-MB08/06/2020

9.00 703-000-202.001DUE TO CUSTOMERVANDERLOON ELEANOR A248862AP-MB08/06/2020
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140.00 101-000-695.4004316 SPARKS SEWASTE TRENDS248863AP-MB08/06/2020

280.00 101-000-695.4004135 52ND STREET SE248863

420.00 

185.22 101-301-956.000EDUCATION & TRAINING - 7/14-7/16/20GREGORY WILLSHIRE248864AP-MB08/06/2020

250.00 101-301-956.000SWAT TRAINING - J. CONNERWMCJTC248865AP-MB08/06/2020

457.19 101-000-114.000INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTSTHE WW WILLIAMS COMPANY, LLC248866AP-MB08/06/2020

     12,269.65 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-136-801.000
        656.64 SUPPLIES JC COURT101-136-740.136
      1,693.55 SUPPLIES101-136-740.000
         87.50 OTHER EXPENSES101-101-963.000
        780.00 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-101-941.000
        166.11 HEAT101-101-921.000
      8,302.26 ELECTRIC101-101-920.000
      1,419.45 PRINTING & PUBLISHING101-101-900.000
      7,575.82 TELEPHONE101-101-850.000
     17,743.11 CABLE TV FRANCHISE COSTS101-101-808.452
     22,988.00 LEGAL FEES101-101-804.000
        571.50 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-101-801.000
        839.01 SUPPLIES101-101-740.000
        775.56 POSTAGE101-101-728.000
     11,250.00 OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS101-101-725.000
      1,620.00 OTHER REVENUE - PLANNING101-000-695.400
         (1.15)CASH DISCOUNTS101-000-687.000
         75.00 RENTAL INCOME - REC DEPT101-000-669.691
         58.25 POLICE - FINGER PRINTS101-000-630.006
         75.00 REC FEES-COMMUNITY EVENTS101-000-612.693
        162.00 RECREATION FEES101-000-612.000
        795.80 DOG LICENSES101-000-453.001
          1.17 ADMINISTRATIVE FEES101-000-405.000
     12,550.24 PENSION WITHHOLDING101-000-245.000
      3,294.00 UNION DUES WHD -POLICE101-000-238.000
        170.00 EMPLOYEE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS101-000-236.000
      7,726.02 WITHHOLDING FOC/GARNISH101-000-231.000
        421.12 BASIC 125-MEDICAL101-000-230.000
        438.70 EE VOL LIFE INS101-000-229.001
      3,676.52 ACCIDENT/DISABILITY INS101-000-229.000
    162,234.70 DUE TO SCHOOLS101-000-225.000
     68,766.18 DUE TO COUNTY101-000-222.000
     27,016.77 DUE TO CUSTOMER101-000-202.001
      4,911.43 PREPD LONGTERM DISAB INS101-000-123.721
      2,303.04 PREPAID LIFE INSURANCE101-000-123.717
      9,623.18 INVENTORY MTR POOL PARTS101-000-114.000

--- GL TOTALS --- 

3,818,730.82 TOTAL OF 311 CHECKSTOTAL - ALL FUNDS
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        694.00 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-371-941.000
        156.92 GASOLINE EXPENSE101-371-862.000
         96.71 TELEPHONE101-371-850.000
         75.02 SUPPLIES101-371-740.000
      1,040.00 CAPITAL OUTLAY101-336-975.000
        991.20 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-336-941.000
      5,101.83 REPAIR101-336-934.000
        212.59 HEAT101-336-921.000
      3,561.17 ELECTRIC101-336-920.000
      1,678.27 GASOLINE EXPENSE101-336-862.000
      6,440.34 VEHICLE REPAIR & MAINTENANCE101-336-861.934
         59.96 AUTO SUPPLIES101-336-861.000
        356.01 TELEPHONE101-336-850.000
        301.40 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-336-801.000
        979.49 UNIFORM EXPENSE101-336-743.000
      3,909.76 SUPPLIES101-336-740.000
         96.10 SUPPLIES101-302-740.000
        435.22 EDUCATION & TRAINING101-301-956.000
      1,432.80 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-301-941.000
        529.58 REPAIR101-301-934.000
      1,374.38 HEAT101-301-921.000
      8,130.84 ELECTRIC101-301-920.000
      7,319.30 GASOLINE EXPENSE101-301-862.000
        240.00 VEHICLE REPAIR & MAINTENANCE101-301-861.934
        288.00 AUTO SUPPLIES101-301-861.000
      1,798.47 TELEPHONE101-301-850.000
      3,075.32 JAIL PER DIEM/ARREST PROCESSING FEES101-301-808.000
     10,530.50 LEGAL FEES101-301-804.000
     12,918.08 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-301-801.000
      1,759.00 UNIFORM EXPENSE101-301-743.000
      1,822.69 SUPPLIES JC POLICE101-301-740.301
      1,610.44 SUPPLIES101-301-740.000
        576.38 OFFICE SUPPLIES101-301-727.000
        133.99 TELEPHONE101-258-850.000
        260.00 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-258-801.000
      2,423.75 PRINTING & PUBLISHING101-253-900.000
         48.99 TELEPHONE101-253-850.000
         94.29 SUPPLIES101-215-740.000
      3,289.00 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-209-941.000
         36.01 TELEPHONE101-209-850.000
          6.16 SUPPLIES101-209-740.000
        600.00 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS101-201-807.000
         48.24 SUPPLIES101-201-740.000
      2,081.45 SUPPLIES101-191-740.000
        140.79 VEHICLE MILEAGE101-171-864.000
         90.00 TELEPHONE101-171-850.000
         26.10 TELEPHONE101-137-850.000
        381.42 REPAIR101-136-934.000
        589.01 HEAT101-136-921.000
      3,484.65 ELECTRIC101-136-920.000
         47.72 TELEPHONE101-136-850.000
         12.92 WITNESS FEES & JURY FEES101-136-806.000
     12,269.65 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-136-801.000
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        350.35 SUPPLIES580-580-740.000
     31,759.69 CAPITAL OUTLAY401-401-975.000
         60.00 SUPPLIES296-296-740.000
        133.00 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES285-285-801.000
          4.46 SUPPLIES285-285-740.000
          1.92 DUE TO CUSTOMER271-000-202.001
      1,551.08 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE230-000-040.000
         28.17 ELECTRIC219-219-920.000
      2,215.00 ACCTS REC-SCENIC LAKE213-000-041.000
         34.44 DUE TO CUSTOMER205-000-202.001
        120.00 ROW COSTS203-203-978.001
     29,010.44 ENGINEERING SERVICES203-203-810.000
      4,100.00 MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREET203-203-778.001
     12,905.00 ROW COSTS202-202-978.001
    218,454.40 CONSTRUCTION202-202-978.000
        263.50 WATER & SEWER EXPENSE202-202-922.000
     38,945.41 ENGINEERING SERVICES202-202-810.000
     52,993.79 MAINTENACE TRAFFIC202-202-778.002
     12,237.04 MAINTENANCE ROAD & STREET202-202-778.001
        267.80 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE202-000-040.000
        780.00 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-738-941.000
         71.06 HEAT101-738-921.000
      6,058.08 ELECTRIC101-738-920.000
         50.18 TELEPHONE101-738-850.000
        917.00 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-738-801.000
      1,251.65 SUPPLIES101-738-740.000
         36.01 TELEPHONE101-693-850.000
      3,000.00 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-693-801.000
        378.75 SUPPLIES101-693-740.000
      5,381.45 WATER & SEWER EXPENSE101-691-922.000
         80.73 HEAT101-691-921.000
      1,364.66 ELECTRIC101-691-920.000
      2,122.00 INSURANCE & BONDS101-691-910.000
         26.22 VEHICLE MILEAGE101-691-864.000
        277.08 GASOLINE EXPENSE101-691-862.000
        133.47 TELEPHONE101-691-850.000
        534.00 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-691-801.000
      1,160.43 SUPPLIES101-691-740.000
         57.56 GASOLINE EXPENSE101-449-862.000
         18.12 TELEPHONE101-449-850.000
         60.50 SUPPLIES101-449-740.000
        159.00 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-441-941.000
        234.66 HEAT101-441-921.000
      6,156.61 ELECTRIC101-441-920.000
      2,484.32 GASOLINE EXPENSE101-441-862.000
        621.07 TELEPHONE101-441-850.000
      2,580.31 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES101-441-801.000
        776.09 UNIFORM EXPENSE101-441-743.000
         45.57 SPORTS FIELD SUPPLIES101-441-740.691
      1,007.29 PARK MAINT SUPPLIES101-441-740.208
      4,285.58 SUPPLIES101-441-740.000
         41.64 SUPPLIES101-400-740.000
        694.00 MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS101-371-941.000
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  3,818,730.82 TOTAL
         28.32 ESC-PFEIFFER WOODS DR808-000-216.305
        120.00 JEOPARDY TAXES703-000-230.000
    612,930.53 DUE TO SET703-000-228.000
    445,295.49 DUE TO KENTWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOLS703-000-225.160
     71,782.07 DUE TO KELLOGGSVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS703-000-225.140
     80,768.34 DUE TO FOREST HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOLS703-000-225.110
    109,256.50 DUE TO CALEDONIA PUBLIC SHCOOLS703-000-225.050
    189,857.26 DUE TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE703-000-224.001
    605,082.99 DUE TO INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT703-000-224.000
    157,091.84 DUE TO INTERURBAN TRANSIT PARTNERSHIP703-000-223.001
      3,238.42 DUE TO DISTRICT LIBRARY703-000-223.000
        448.41 DUE TO TAXES - COUNTY DRAIN ASSESS703-000-222.213
    464,104.88 DUE TO COUNTY703-000-222.000
      5,601.62 DUE TO CUSTOMER703-000-202.001
     51,993.98 CAPITAL OUTLAY642-642-975.000
     29,233.00 CAPITAL OUTLAY640-640-975.000
      1,916.98 CLAIMS-VISION630-635-964.722
        161.25 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES630-635-801.000
     16,217.00 CLAIMS - DENTAL630-630-964.720
      1,115.50 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES630-630-801.000
        953.75 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES630-625-801.000
         88.34 VEHICLE MILEAGE590-590-864.000
        424.19 TELEPHONE590-590-850.000
        251.20 SUPPLIES590-590-740.000
         37.48 HEAT-HP580-580-921.001
         74.96 HEAT580-580-921.000
      1,147.06 ELECTRIC-HP580-580-920.001
     12,256.83 ELECTRIC580-580-920.000
         88.36 VEHICLE MILEAGE580-580-864.000
        135.14 TELEPHONE580-580-850.000
     18,982.44 ENGINEERING SERVICES580-580-810.000
      1,666.31 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES580-580-801.000
        221.00 MAINT & REPAIR OTHER580-580-784.000
      1,306.21 MAINTENANCE PUMP EQUIP580-580-783.000
        844.20 MAINTENANCE580-580-778.000
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CITY COMMISSION 

CITY OF KENTWOOD 

KENT COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

Commissioner  _____________  , seconded by Commissioner ________________,  

moved the adoption of the following resolution: 

 

RESOLUTION NO. _________ 

A RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE CERTAIN ADMINISTRATIVE 

DETERMINATIONS FOR SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS IN THE CITY OF KENTWOOD 

 

WHEREAS, special assessments in the City of Kentwood are governed by the provisions 

of Chapter 50 of the City Code as well as resolutions and other actions of the City Commission 

taken pursuant thereto; and 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission has previously adopted resolutions establishing special 

assessment districts and confirming special assessment rolls which include provisions to defer the 

obligation to pay until such time as certain activities take place or a change in the use of the 

property occurs; and 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission finds that in some circumstances the resolutions 

confirming rolls for deferred special assessments have been drafted to prohibit the payment of 

special assessments in installments or to apportion amounts outstanding; and 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission desires to amend such resolutions to allow greater 

flexibility in paying deferred special assessments.   

 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS RESOLVED THAT: 

1. Previous resolutions adopted by the City Commission confirming special assessment rolls, 

which resolutions included provision for deferred payment of special assessments dependent upon 

certain activities or uses of the subject properties, are hereby amended to enable the City Treasurer, 

in the collection of such special assessments, to take the following actions: 

 A. The City Treasurer is authorized to extend the term of any deferred special 

assessment in the event that special assessment becomes active upon application by the property 

owner.  Such an extension may be granted for a period of no more than 10 years or the life of the 

public improvement, whichever is less. Where such payment is to be made in installments, interest 

shall be charged consistent with the terms of the confirmed special assessment roll.  

 B. In the event a parcel on which there is a lien for a deferred special assessment is 

proposed to be split or combined, then upon application of the property owner, the City Treasurer 

may allocate on an equitable basis the deferred special assessment between and among all resulting 

parcel(s) benefitting from the improvements. 
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2. The Mayor, Clerk and other City officers are further authorized and directed to take all 

actions reasonably necessary to effectuate this Resolution . 

3. This Resolution shall take effect immediately. 

4. All resolutions or parts of resolutions are, to the extent of any conflict with this Resolution, 

are rescinded. 

YEAS:              

 

NAYS:              

 

ABSENT:              

 

RESOLUTION NO. _________ ADOPTED  

 

 

            

   Dan Kasunic, City Clerk 

 

 

 
I, Dan Kasunic, the Clerk of the City of Kentwood, hereby certify that the foregoing is a 

true and accurate copy of a resolution adopted by the City Commission of the City of Kentwood 

at __ __________ meeting held on ________, 2020. 

            

   Dan Kasunic, City Clerk 
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Memorandum 
 

 

 

TO:   Mayor Kepley 

FROM:  Jeff Sluggett, City Attorney’s Office  

DATE:  August 6, 2020  

RE:   Policy Statement Regarding Resolutions of Support or Opposition   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  We previously submitted to your office a memorandum (June 11, 2020) which responded 

to a question the City had raised; i.e., whether the City Commission could legally adopt a 

resolution supporting particular legislation pending in Lansing. We concluded that the City 

Commission could lawfully adopt such a resolution to the extent it found that doing so was 

necessary to advance the public health, safety, or welfare. We also pointed out, however, that 

historically the City Commission had largely avoided such actions.  

That memorandum further recommended that the City Commission consider scheduling a 

special meeting in order to review in greater detail its Rules of Procedure which review could 

include, among other items, a review of the question set out above. Whether a special meeting 

will be held for this purpose has not, to our knowledge, yet been decided by the City 

Commission. 

Subsequently, you asked that we prepare for consideration by the City Commission a 

resolution that would, as a general statement of principle, adopt a position that the City 

Commission will avoid taking official action relative to political matters outside the City’s 

control unless such matters will impact municipal revenues or finances. A draft resolution setting 

out such a statement is attached.  
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CITY COMMISSION 

CITY OF KENTWOOD 

KENT COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

Commissioner  _____________  , seconded by Commissioner ________________,  

moved the adoption of the following resolution: 

 

RESOLUTION NO. _________ 

A RESOLUTION SETTING FORTH A STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE  

WITH REGARD TO ADVOCACY QUESTIONS 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission is the governing body for the City of Kentwood, 

authorized to take certain actions in accordance with state law including, without limitation, the 

Home Rule City Act, Act No. 279 of the Public Acts of 1909, as amended; and 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission is approached from time to time by advocacy and 

similar groups seeking the City Commission’s support or opposition to bills, ballot questions, and 

similar matters pending before other governmental forums (e.g., before the Michigan Legislature 

or before the Kent County Board of Commissioners);  and 

 

WHEREAS, after sincere consideration, the City Commission concludes that as a general 

principle it is in the City’s best interest to avoid taking positions on matters over which the City 

has no legal authority except in limited cases involving revenue measures which will directly or 

indirectly impact the City’s finances; and 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission desires to affirmatively adopt a statement of principle 

embodying these findings for public information and transparency purposes.     

 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS RESOLVED THAT: 

1. The recitals set forth above are affirmed as accurate and adopted as if fully set forth.  

2. As a statement of general principle, the City Commission hereby affirms that it will abstain 

and avoid adopting resolutions, motions, or taking other official actions, either as a body or on 

behalf of the City, with regard to ballot proposals or legislation on matters over which the City has 

no legal authority except in limited cases involving revenue measures which will directly or 

indirectly impact the City’s finances. Nothing herein shall be construed or interpreted to limit in 

any manner the right of individual City Commissioners to express personal views of support or 

opposition to any matter as they deem advisable.   

3. As necessary for the setting of agendas or otherwise determining the order of business for 

meetings of the City Commission or Committee of the Whole, this Resolution shall be treated as 

an amendment to the adopted Procedural Rules of the City Commission.   
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4. This Resolution shall take effect immediately. 

5. All resolutions or parts of resolutions are, to the extent of any conflict with this Resolution, 

are rescinded. 

YEAS:              

 

NAYS:              

 

ABSENT:              

 

RESOLUTION NO. _________ ADOPTED  

 

 

            

   Dan Kasunic, City Clerk 

 

 

 
I, Dan Kasunic, the Clerk of the City of Kentwood, hereby certify that the foregoing is a 

true and accurate copy of a resolution adopted by the City Commission of the City of Kentwood 

at __ __________ meeting held on ________, 2020. 

            

   Dan Kasunic, City Clerk 
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CITY OF KENTWOOD 

ORDINANCE NO.   – 20 

 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE CITY OF KENTWOOD CODE OF ORDINANCES  

CHAPTER 6 – ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR 

 

THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ORDAINS: 

Section  1.   Amendment of Article 2 – Sale for On-Premises Consumption.  That Chapter 6, Article 2 of 

the Code of Ordinances for the City  of  Kentwood is amended as follows:

Amend Section 6-31 to eliminate the following definitions:    

Restaurant means the following:  

 

(1) Full Menu restaurant means a sit down establishment that prepares food on the premises and 

serves meals selected by the patron from a menu which includes choices of appetizer, salad, 

entrée (featuring a variety of meat, poultry, vegetarian, or fish dishes) vegetable, bread, dessert 

and beverage; all meals and beverages are served by wait staff; and its food service is available 

to the public not less than ten hours per day/five days per week. 

(2) Limited menu restaurant means a sit down establishment serving short order type foods from a 

menu, such as pizzas, chicken, hamburgers or tacos.  Foods must be available and prepared on 

site. A limited menu restaurant shall make its food service available to the public at all times that 

alcoholic liquor is available for purchase. 

 

Amend Section 6-31 to add the following definitions: 

Indoor Recreation Facility means an indoor sports training facility not less than 50,000 square feet in 

size, with table or countertop seating for not less than 50 persons. 

Restaurant means the following: 

A sit-down establishment serving entrees from an individual menu that are available and prepared on site. 
A restaurant as defined herein shall make its food service available to the public at all times that alcoholic 
liquor is available for purchase.  

 

Amend Sec. 6-33. - Special restricted licenses shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows: 

Sec. 6-33 Special restricted licenses 

(a)   Notwithstanding any and all other provisions of this article, the city commission may, at its discretion, 
and to the extent and in the manner authorized by the Code and corresponding regulations 
promulgated by the State of Michigan, authorize various classes of restricted licenses for the use of 
private clubs and other organizations which operate on a membership basis. Such special restricted 
licenses may be revoked by the city commission if the restrictions are violated.  

(b)   The restrictions imposed by the city commission shall be listed on the face of the license.  
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(c)   With respect to such licenses, the city commission may waive the requirement for food service and the 
related sections in this article, as amended; however, it shall not waive the other requirements of this 
article.  

 

Amend Sec. 6-34. – Inspections shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows: 

(a)   Authority. Inspections shall be made of all premises licensed under this article in furtherance of the 
health, safety and welfare of the public. The city officials conducting such inspections may enter any 
licensed premises during any hours in which the premises are open to the public for the purpose of 
conducting an inspection and shall be entitled to inspect all portions of the premises, including, but not 
limited to, those portions used for storage, or food or beverage preparation. The licensee, as well as 
every employee or agent of the licensee, shall give the city official conducting such inspection free 
access to all areas of the licensed premises.  

(b)   Basis. An inspection shall be conducted in the manner best calculated to secure compliance with the 
law.  Inspections may be on any one or more of the following basis:  

(1)  When any inspecting city official has reasonable cause to believe that a violation of any city 
ordinance or the license has occurred or is occurring.  

(2)  Periodically and at such times deemed reasonable and appropriate by the city.  

(c)  Administrative search warrant. Failure to afford access to a city official performing an inspection 
pursuant to this section, shall entitle the City to seek and obtain an administrative search warrant from 
a court of competent jurisdiction. The city attorney or county prosecutor shall prepare the warrant 
application, which shall include the name of the business; the address of the building to be inspected; 
the nature of the inspection; and the facts attesting that access to the premises has been denied in 
contravention to this section. Upon a finding by the court that the warrant application is in proper form 
and in accord with this section, an administrative search warrant shall be issued forthwith. In the event 
of an emergency, or where probable cause exists to believe that evidence of criminal activity is present 
within the licensed premises, no such warrant shall be required as otherwise provided by law.  

 

Amend Sec. 6-36. – Menus shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows: 

Sec. 6.36. Menus 

Every licensee shall present, upon request, a plainly printed list or menu showing the various types and 
prices of alcoholic liquor which is offered for sale on the premises.  

 

Amend Sec. 6.61. – Applications; administrative review; determination; transferability; term; 

reservation shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows: 

 

Sec. 6-61. - Applications; administrative review; determination; transferability; term; reservation.  

(a)  Applications. Applications for licenses to sell alcoholic liquor for on-premises consumption shall be 
made in writing to the city clerk. The city clerk shall not accept applications if no licenses are presently 
available. The application shall be made in the manner and on such forms as may be required by the 
state liquor control commission and city clerk, shall be accompanied by such fee as established from 
time to time by the City Commission, and shall be signed by the applicant, if an individual, or by a duly 
authorized agent of the applicant, if the applicant is other than an individual, and verified by oath or 
affidavit. The application shall contain the following statements and information:  
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(1)   The name, age, address and e-mail address of the applicant in the case of an individual, or the 
name and address of the applicant in the case of a co-partnership, plus the names and addresses 
of each partner; or the name and address of the applicant in the case of a corporation, plus the 
names and addresses of the officers and directors, and, if a majority interest in the stock of such 
corporation is owned by one person or his nominee, the name and address of such person, plus 
the name and address of all managers and assistant managers. The social security number and 
driver's license number shall be provided for each individual, partner, officer, director and 
stockholder listed.  

(2)    In the case of an individual, the citizenship and place of birth of the applicant and, if a naturalized 
citizen, the date and place of his naturalization.  

(3)    The nature of the applicant’s legal status (e.g. corporation, L.L.C., etc.) and the date of the 

entity’s formation. 

(4)   The location and description of the premises or place of business which is to be operated under 
such license.  

(5)   A statement whether the applicant has made application for a similar or other license on a 
premises other than described in the application, and the disposition of such application.  

(6)  A statement that the applicant has never been convicted of a felony and is not disqualified to 
receive a license by reason of any matter or thing contained in this Code, or state or federal law.  

(7)  The application shall be accompanied by building and site plans showing the entire structure and 
premises and, in particular, the specific areas where the license is to be utilized. The plans shall 
demonstrate adequate off-street parking, lighting, refuse disposal facilities and, where 
appropriate, adequate plans for screening and noise control, as well as compliance with all other 
city ordinance and code requirements.  

(b)   Administrative review. Upon receipt of the application, and if the type of license sought is available for 
issuance, the city clerk shall forthwith refer the application to the police chief, fire chief and necessary 
departments. The police chief, fire chief and necessary departments shall each cause a thorough 
investigation to be made of all of the persons and the premises identified in the application, and shall 
prepare and forward a report detailing the results of that investigation to the city clerk. In cases where 
the applicant's premises are not completely built, the applicant shall also file a complete set of plans 
and specifications as may be necessary to enable the building inspector and fire inspector to determine 
whether or not such premises, when completed, will meet all the requirements of this article. The city 
clerk shall assemble the completed reports and forward them to the city commission committee of the 
whole. The city commission committee of the whole shall review the application and reports, and shall 
forward them to the city commission with a recommendation or return the application to the city clerk 
for further investigation. Approval of the city commission shall require a majority vote.  

(c)    Determination. Upon receipt of the administrative investigation reports, the city commission shall make 
its determination with respect to the license application. The city commission's determination shall be 
based upon satisfactory compliance with the provisions of this article as well as liquor license policy 
established by resolution of the city commission from time to time and such other factors as the City 
Commission, in its sole discretion, deems relevant.  

(d)    Transferability. The approval given an applicant is not transferable without the prior consent of the city 
commission. Once approved, the applicant may not transfer the location of the establishment for which 
approval was given without the prior consent of the city commission.  

(e)    Term. Approval of a license shall be for a period of one year, subject to annual renewal upon continued 
compliance with the provisions of this article. Approval of a license shall be conditioned on 
commencement of any necessary remodeling or new construction for the use of the license within six 
months of the action of the city commission or state liquor control commission approving such license, 
whichever occurs last. Failure to complete such remodeling or construction within one year may 
subject the license to revocation.  
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(f)  Reservation. Nothing in this division shall be construed to require the city or city commission to issue 
or approve the issuance of a license that may be available. The decision of whether a license should 
be issued shall be determined in the sole discretion of the city commission.  

 

Section 6-62. – Reasons for denial shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows: 

Sec. 6-62. - Reasons for denial.  

A license application shall be denied:  

  (1)    For any person, partnership or corporation whose license under this division has been revoked 
for cause.  

(2)  For a partnership, unless each partner would qualify to obtain a license.  

(3)  For a corporation or other entity, if any officer, manager or director thereof, or a stock owner or 
stockholder owning, in the aggregate, more than five percent of the stock of such corporation 
would not be eligible to receive a license under this division for any reason.  

(4)  For any person, partnership or corporation whose place of business is conducted by a manager 
or agent unless such manager or agent possesses the qualifications required of the licensee.  

(5)  For a person who has been convicted in a court of law of a felony.  

(6)     For any person, partnership or corporation who has been convicted or found responsible for three 
or more liquor license violations by any administrative tribunal, such as the state liquor control 
commission, at any one licensed establishment. 

(7)    For a person who does not own or have an option to purchase the location for which a license is 
sought or does not have a lease therefor for the full period for which the license is issued.  

(8)  For a location where there exists an uncorrected violation of the applicable construction, building, 
electrical, mechanical, plumbing or fire codes, applicable zoning regulations, applicable public 
health regulations or any violation of any ordinance or other applicable law, rule, regulation, order 
or directive.  

(9)  For a location where it is determined by a majority vote of the city commission that the premises 
does not or will not reasonably soon after commencement of operations have adequate off-street 
parking, lighting, refuse disposal facilities, screening, or noise or nuisance control.   

 (10) Where the city commission determines, by majority vote, that the proposed location is 
inappropriate considering the desirability of establishing a location in developed, commercial 
areas, in preference to isolated, undeveloped areas; the attitude of adjacent residents and 
property owners; traffic safety; accessibility to the site from abutting roads; capability of abutting 
roads to accommodate the commercial activity; distance from public or private schools for minors; 
proximity of an inconsistent zoning classification; accessibility from primary roads or state 
highways, and such other factors deemed relevant and is the city’s best interest.  

(11)   For any person, partnership or corporation in default of any financial or contractual obligation to 
the   city, including, but not limited to, the payment of any administrative fee, civil or criminal fine, 
real or personal property tax, special assessment or any city administered utility fee or the breach 
of any contract, pledge or similar binding commitment to which the city is a party.  

 

Section 6-64. – Renewal and revocation shall read in its entirety as follows: 

Sec. 6-64. - Renewal and revocation.  
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(a)   Authority of city commission. The city commission may, by resolution, recommend to the state liquor 
control commission the nonrenewal or revocation of an existing license governed by this article upon 
its determination, based upon evidence presented at a public hearing, that the licensee has violated 
any standard or prohibition contained within this article.  

(b)  Hearing notice; statement of findings.  

(1)    Before filing an objection to a renewal or a request for revocation of a license with the state liquor 
control commission, the city commission shall hold a public hearing. The city clerk shall cause a 
notice of hearing to be sent to the license holder, by first class mail, mailed not less than ten days 
prior to the hearing, which notice shall contain, at a minimum, the following:  

a.  A description of the proposed action.  

b.  The reasons for the proposed action.  

c.  The date, time and place of the hearing.  

d.  A statement that the licensee may present evidence and testimony.  

(2)   Following the hearing, the city commission may file with the state liquor control commission a 
written statement of its findings and determination. The city commission shall cause a copy of any 
such statement to be sent to the license holder by first class mail.  

(c)  Standards for recommendations. The city commission may recommend to the state liquor control 
commission that a license not be renewed or that a license be revoked upon its determination, based 
upon evidence presented at a public hearing, that any one or more of the following has been engaged 
in or has been permitted to occur on the licensed premises:  

(1)  A violation of any of the restrictions on licenses provided in this article.  

(2)  Maintenance of a public nuisance.  

(3)   The licensee has provided false, fraudulent or misleading information in an original license 
application or in an application for a license renewal.  

(4)  The licensee has permitted the consumption of alcoholic liquor on the premises during a period 
in which the licensee is not licensed to sell or allow the consumption of spirits.  

(5)  The licensee has permitted dancing or live entertainment, open to the public, with or without an 
admission charge, without first obtaining a valid dance or entertainment permit.  

(6)  The licensee, or any agent or employee of the licensee, has, on any portion of the licensed 
premises, sold, given or delivered an alcoholic liquor to any person who has not attained the age 
of 21 years.  

(7)  The licensee, or any agent or employee of the licensee, has, on any portion of the licensed 
premises, sold, given or delivered alcoholic liquor to any person who is visibly intoxicated 
because of the consumption of alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance.  

(8)   Any disorderly conduct, or any conduct or activity which disturbs the peace, tranquility and good 
order of the surrounding neighborhood, within or upon any portion of the licensed premises, 
including that portion of the premises used for the parking of motor vehicles.  

(9)    Any incident of prostitution or solicitation for prostitution within or upon any portion of the licensed 
premises, including that portion of the premises used for the parking of motor vehicles.  

(10)  Any incident of larceny or fraud involving the licensee, or any agent or employee of the licensee, 
within or upon any portion of the licensed premises, including that portion of the premises used 
for the parking of motor vehicles.  

(11) Any incident of gambling activity, including the placing of a gambling apparatus or gambling 
paraphernalia within or upon any portion of the licensed premises, including that portion of the 
premises used for the parking of motor vehicles. The presence of any such apparatus or 
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paraphernalia upon the premises of any licensed establishment shall be prima facie evidence of 
a violation of this subsection.  

(12) Any unlawful possession or use of any substance regulated by the Michigan Controlled Substance 
Act within or upon any portion of the premises, including that portion of the premises used for the 
parking of motor vehicles.  

(13) The licensee has utilized interior lighting which is insufficient to enable a person with average 
vision to clearly see all persons within the premises.  

(14) Any violation of any other provision of the City Code, or any violation of any statute or 
governmental code, regulation, standard or directive, or any violation of any order of any court, 
commission or tribunal having jurisdiction of the premises of the licensee.  

(15) Any nonpayment or repeated delinquent payment of any local personal property or real property 
tax or special assessment.  

(16) Any nonpayment or repeated delinquent payment of any civil or criminal fine, or any city 
administered utility bill or administrative service fee provided by or through the city.  

(17) Any failure by the licensee to obtain, or maintain as current, any license or permit required by the 
city or any unit of federal, state, county or city government.  

(18) Any failure by the licensee to keep in good repair or maintain any portion of the licensed premises, 
including that portion of the premises used for the parking of motor vehicles, in full compliance 
with any law or standard promulgated by the city or any unit of federal, state or county 
government.  

(19) Any failure by the licensee, or any of the licensee's agents or employees, to cooperate with any 
federal, state, county or city official acting in the lawful performance of his duty.  

(20) Any failure by the licensee, or the licensee's agent or employee, to cooperate with any law 
enforcement officer in the lawful performance of his duty.  

(21) Any breach by the licensee, or the licensee's agent or officer, of a contract to which the city is a 
party, or any partial breach of such a contract or similar obligation.  

 

Sec 6-92. Seating, food and operational matters shall read in its entirety as follows: 

Sec. 6-92. - Seating, food and operational matters.  

(a)   All hotels and/or motels selling alcohol liquor for consumption on the premises under a "Class A" or 
"Class B" license must have 25 or more guest rooms and a restaurant with existing dining table seating 
for not less than 50 persons. If a counter or bar space is provided for dispensing and selling alcoholic 
liquor, such counter or bar space shall be limited in size so that it does not comprise more than 50 
percent of the total seating availability of the entire dining room.  

 

 (b)   All establishments which are not a part of a hotel, motel, or conference center and which are licensed 
to sell alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises must have a restaurant with dining table 
seating for not less than 50 persons. The establishment shall meet the occupancy requirements and 
all other requirements of the City’s Fire Code and all other requirements of the City.  If a counter or 
bar space is provided for dispensing and selling alcoholic beverages, such counter or bar space shall 
be limited in size so that it does not comprise more than 50 percent of the total seating availability of 
the entire dining room. This subsection does not apply to establishments selling beer for consumption 
on the premises under a microbrewery license, wine for consumption on the premises under a small 
winemaker license, spirits for consumption on the premises under a small distiller license, a 
grocer/market establishment selling beer and/or wine for consumption on the premises under a tavern 
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or other license, a movie theatre complex selling alcoholic beverages for consumption in the premises 
under a tavern or other license, or an indoor recreation facility selling alcoholic beverages for 
consumption on the premises under a Class C license or tavern license, which establishments are 
regulated in accordance with subsections (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) and (h) herein.  

(c)   Any establishment selling beer for consumption on the premises under a "microbrewery" license shall 
have entrees available for on-premise consumption.  Dining seating shall be provided. If the total dining 
seating exceeds 50 seats, the microbrewery shall have a restaurant on the premises, as defined under 
Section 6-31.  If the microbrewery has total dining seating of less than 50 seats, it shall either offer a 
restaurant on the premises, or allow delivery to the microbrewery of entrees that are prepared off-
premise. The establishment shall meet the occupancy requirements and all other requirements of the 
City’s Fire Code and other requirements of the City.  If a counter or bar space is provided for dispensing 
and selling alcoholic liquor, such counter or bar space shall be limited in size so that it does not 
comprise more than 50 percent of the total seating availability.  

(d)   Any establishment selling wine for consumption on the premises under a "small wine maker" license 
shall have entrees available for on-premise consumption. Dining seating shall be provided.  If the total 
dining seating exceeds 50 seats, the small wine maker shall have a restaurant on the premises, as 
defined under Section 6-31.  If the small wine maker has a total dining seating of less than 50 seats, 
it shall either have a restaurant on the premises, or allow delivery to the small wine maker of entrees 
that are prepared off-premise. The establishment shall meet the occupancy requirements and all other 
requirements of the City’s Fire Code and other requirements of the City, If a counter or bar space is 
provided for dispensing and selling alcoholic liquor, such counter or bar space shall be limited in size 
so that it does not comprise more than 50 percent of the total seating availability.  

(e)   Any grocer/market establishment selling beer or wine for consumption on the premises under a "tavern" 
license must have a restaurant as defined under section 6-31. The establishment shall meet the 
occupancy requirements and all other requirements of the City’s Fire Code and other requirements of 
the City. If a counter or bar space is provided for dispensing and selling alcoholic liquor, such counter 
or bar space shall be limited in size so that it does not comprise more than 20 percent of the total 
seating availability of the alcoholic service area. Hours of alcohol service shall be only during grocer-
market hours.  

 (f)   Any distiller establishment selling spirits for consumption on the premises under a "small distiller" 
license shall have entrees available for on-premise consumption. Dining seating shall be provided.  If 
the total dining seating exceeds 50 seats, the small distiller shall have a restaurant on the premises, 
as defined under Section 6-31.  If the small distiller has a total dining seating of less than 50 seats, it 
shall either have a restaurant on the premises or shall allow for delivery to the small distiller of entrees 
that are prepared off-premise.  The establishment shall meet the occupancy requirements and all other 
requirements of the City’s Fire Code, and other requirements of the City. If a counter or bar space is 
provided for dispensing and selling alcoholic liquor, such counter or bar space shall be limited in size 
so that it does not comprise more than  50 percent of the total seating availability.  

(g)   Any movie theater complex selling alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises under a tavern 
or other license must have a restaurant as defined herein under section 6-31.  The establishment shall 
meet the occupancy requirements and all other requirements of the City’s Fire Code, and all other 
requirements of the City. The licensee must utilize distinct and identifiable cups or other containers to 
distinguish between non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages. The sale of alcoholic beverages for 
consumption on the premises may not comprise more than ten percent of the movie theater complex's 
gross sales.  

(h)   Any indoor recreation facility serving alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises under a 
tavern or Class C license shall have a restaurant on the premises as defined in Section 6-31.  The 
establishment shall meet the occupancy requirements and all other requirements of the City’s Fire 
Code, and other code requirements of the City.  The licensee must utilize distinct and identifiable cups 
or other containers to distinguish between non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages. Alcohol 
consumption shall not be permitted on the courts or fields within the facility during play.  The sale of 
alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises may not comprise more than ten percent of the 
indoor recreation facility’s gross annual revenue. 
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 (i)   Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by up 
to 90 days in jail and/or a fine up to $500.00.  

 (j)   All businesses with a liquor license for microbrewery, small wine maker, small distiller, class B, C or 
tavern are required to provide updated information regarding their business in terms of food service 
provisions, seating and operating hours to the City Clerk's office on request or annually on January of 
each year. Failure to submit such a report is a violation under subsection (h).  

 

Section 2.  Effective Date.  This Ordinance shall become effective ten days after its publication unless 

otherwise provided by law. 

The foregoing Ordinance was offered by Commissioner _________, supported by Commissioner 

________, the vote being as follows: 

YEAS:   

NAYS:   

ABSTAIN:   

ABSENT:   

ORDINANCE   -20 DECLARED ADOPTED. 

 

        ________________________________ 

        Dan Kasunic, City Clerk 

 

I hereby certify the foregoing to be a true copy of an ordinance adopted at a regular meeting of the 

Kentwood City Commission held July 21, 2020. 

 

 

 

        ________________________________ 

        Dan Kasunic, City Clerk 
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      MEMORANDUM 
 

 

TO:   City Commission 

FROM:  Chief Roberts, Kentwood Police Department 

Dave Eberle, City Attorney’s Office   

DATE:  July 7, 2020 

RE:  Options for Proposed Ordinance Regarding Alcohol and Controlled Substances 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Requested Action 

No action is requested. This memorandum and accompanying proposed ordinances were 

prepared at the Commission’s request. 

Background 

At the City Commission meeting on April 13, 2020, the Commission was presented with a 

proposed ordinance and background memorandum regarding alcohol and controlled substances. 

The proposed ordinance made revisions to Article 6, Division 2 of the Code of Ordinances, 

bringing it into compliance with Michigan law following the adoption of the Michigan Medical 

Marihuana Act (MMMA), 2008 IL 1, as amended; the Michigan Medical Marihuana Facilities 

Licensing Act (MMFLA), 2016 PA 281, as amended; and the Michigan Regulation and Taxation 

of Marihuana Act (MRTMA), 2018 IL 1, as amended. Additionally, the proposed ordinance 

clarified the City’s ability to permit the consumption of alcohol on City-owned property. At the 

same April 13, 2020 Commission meeting, three amendments were offered to the proposed 

ordinance.   

 

A memorandum analyzing the proposed amendments was presented to the Commission at 

the June 2, 2020 Committee of the Whole. At the same June 2, 2020 meeting, a presentation was 

given by the Grand Rapids Red Project regarding their desire to operate within the City. Following 

the presentation, the Commission requested that different versions of the ordinance be prepared.  

 

Proposed Ordinances 

 

 Three versions of the drug paraphernalia ordinance have been prepared. The attached 

ordinances do not represent the full extent of options available to the Commission. The regulation 

of drug paraphernalia falls into two broad categories: possession or use of drug paraphernalia 

(which is not criminalized under state statute) and the sale or offering for sale of drug paraphernalia 

(which is criminalized under MCL 333.7455). See the attached graph for simplified break down 

of what is prohibited and exempted under each ordinance.  
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Proposed Ordinance 1 

 

 Proposed Ordinance 1 criminalizes the possession, use, sale, and offering for sale of drug 

paraphernalia. Certain organizations and persons are exempt from the prohibition on the sale or 

offering for sale of drug paraphernalia under Sec. 38-322 (b).1 The exceptions largely correspond 

to what would be considered otherwise lawful use (for example law enforcement, veterinary, or 

medical uses, or activities related to the lawful use of marihuana).  

 

 

Proposed Ordinance 2 

 

 Proposed Ordinance 2 exempts the possession and use of hypodermic needles and syringes 

from the general prohibition on the possession and use of drug paraphernalia. Additionally, 

Proposed Ordinance 2 exempts “the selling, offering for sale, or giving away of hypodermic 

needles or syringes by a person or entity that is specifically authorized by the City to do so in order 

to prevent the transmission of infections agents” from the general prohibition on the sale or 

offering for sale of drug paraphernalia.  

  

Proposed Ordinance 3 

 

Proposed Ordinance 3 removes the penalties for both the possession, use, sale, and offering 

for sale of drug paraphernalia. Under Proposed Ordinance 3, any enforcement action regarding the 

sale or offering for sale of drug paraphernalia would take place solely under State statute.  

Additionally, Proposed Ordinance 3 removes the penalties for both the possession of chemical 

inhalants and the possession of chemical inhalant paraphernalia. The use of chemical inhalants 

remains a misdemeanor under MCL 752. 273.  

 

City Sanctioned Programs 

 

In order to specifically authorized a person or entity to distribute hypodermic needles, 

syringes, or other drug paraphernalia under MCL 333.74572, or Proposed Ordinance 2, all that is 

required is a resolution by the City Commission. However, the Commission may also adopt an 

ordinance setting forth parameters for approval and application if there is a desire to create a more 

standardized process and evaluation criteria.   

 

 

 
1 Sec. 38-322 (b)(6) exempting the following has been added to proposed ordinance 1 and 2 since the Commissions 

last review: “The possession, use, manufacture, sale, offering for sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia by law 

enforcement officials, manufacturers, wholesalers, licensed medical technicians, technologists, nurses, hospitals, 

research teaching institutions, clinical laboratories, medical doctors, osteopathic physicians, dentists, chiropodists, 

veterinarians, law enforcement agencies, pharmacists and embalmers in the lawful course of business, professional 

activity, or for lawful purposes.” 
2 Because Proposed Ordinance 3 does not regulate the sale or offering for sale of drug paraphernalia the only applicable 

regulation would be by State law. Accordingly, the ordinance does not need to address or exempt those persons or 

entities authorized by the City to distribute drug paraphernalia in accordance with MCL 333.7447.  



Proposed 
Ordinance 

It shall be unlawful for any 
person to knowingly use or 
possess drug paraphernalia

It shall be unlawful for any 
person to knowingly 
possess drug paraphernalia 
for the purpose of sale, or 
to offer drug paraphernalia 
for sale.

An object sold or offered for 
sale to licensed medical or 
dental professionals, 
veterinarians, and other 
persons licensed under the 
Occupational Code, 1980 PA 
299, as amended, for use in 
the licensed profession

The possession, use, manufacture, sale, 
or delivery of drug paraphernalia 
specifically designed for use with 
marihuana, marihuana concentrate,  or 
marihuana-infused products by a person 
21 years of age or older, or the 
distribution or sale of drug 
paraphernalia specifically designed for 
use with marihuana to a person 21 
years of age or older, in connection 
with the recreational use of marihuana, 
unless occurring on the grounds of a 
public or private school where children 
attend classes in preschool programs, 
kindergarten programs, or grades 1 
through 12, in a school bus, or on the 
grounds of any correctional facility, or 
in  manner otherwise prohibited by the 
MRTMA, as amended

The possession, use, 
manufacture, sale, or delivery 
of drug paraphernalia 
specifically designed for use 
with marihuana or marihuana-
infused products in connection 
with the medical use of 
marihuana, unless occurring on 
the grounds of a public or 
private school where children 
attend classes in preschool 
programs, kindergarten 
programs, or grades 1 through 
12, in a school bus, or on the 
grounds of any correctional 
facility, or in  manner otherwise 
prohibited by the MMMA, as 
amended 

The possession, use, 
manufacture, sale, or 
delivery of drug 
paraphernalia specifically 
designed for use with 
marihuana or marihuana-
infused products by a 
licensed medical marihuana 
facility acting in strict 
compliance with the 
MMFLA, as amended.

The possession, use, 
manufacture, sale, offering for 
sale, or delivery of drug 
paraphernalia by law 
enforcement officials, 
manufacturers, wholesalers, 
licensed medical technicians, 
technologists, nurses, 
hospitals, research teaching 
institutions, clinical 
laboratories, medical doctors, 
osteopathic physicians, 
dentists, chiropodists, 
veterinarians, law enforcement 
agencies, pharmacists and 
embalmers in the lawful 
course of business, 
professional activity, or for 
lawful purposes.

The possession, use, 
manufacture, sale, 
offering for sale, or 
delivery of drug 
paraphernalia otherwise 
specifically permitted 
by law.

The possession or use of a 
hypodermic needle or syringe at 
the direction of a medical or 
veterinary professional for 
otherwise lawful use.  

The possession 
or use of a 
hypodermic 
needle or 
syringe. 

The selling, offering 
for sale, or giving 
away of hypodermic 
needles or syringes by 
a person or entity that 
is specifically 
authorized by the City 
to do so in order to 
prevent the 
transmission of 
infections agents. 

1 X X X X X X X X X

2 X X X X X X X X X X

3

 No person shall, for the 
purpose of causing a 
condition of intoxication, 
hallucination, elation, 
euphoria, excitement, 
exhilaration, stupefaction, 
or dulling of the senses or 
nervous system, 
intentionally inhale, ingest, 
apply, use, possess, or 
introduce any chemical 
agent into their respiratory 
or circulatory system. This 
shall not prohibit the 
inhalation or application of 
anesthesia for medical or 
dental purposes or the use 
of tobacco products or 
vapor pipes to the extent 
permitted by law. 

No person shall knowingly 
use or possess with intent 
to use inhalant 
paraphernalia to inhale, 
ingest, apply, use, possess, 
or introduce any chemical 
agent into their respiratory 
or circulatory system in 
violation of this 
subdivision. 

A person shall not sell or 
otherwise distribute to another 
person any device that 
contains any quantity of 
nitrous oxide or sell or 
otherwise distribute a device 
to dispense nitrous oxide for 
the purpose of causing a 
condition of intoxication, 
euphoria, excitement, 
exhilaration, stupefaction, or 
dulling of the senses or 
nervous system. 

A person licensed under the Food
Processing Act of 1977, 1978 PA 328,
MCL 289.801—289.810, or Chapter
VII of the Food Law of 2000, 2000 PA
92, MCL 289.7101—289.7137, who
sells or otherwise distributes the device
as a grocery product. 

A person engaged in the 
business of selling or 
distributing catering supplies 
only or food processing 
equipment only or selling or 
distributing compressed gases 
for industrial or medical use 
who sells or otherwise 
distributes the device in the 
course of that business. 

A pharmacist, pharmacist
intern, or pharmacy as
defined in Section 17707 of
the Public Health Code,
1978 PA 368, MCL
333.17707, who dispenses
the device in the course of
his or her duties as a
pharmacist or pharmacist
intern or as a pharmacy. 

A health care professional.

1 X X X X X X X

2 X X X X X X X

3

Prohibition - Drug Paraphernalia Exceptions  - Drug Paraphernalia 

Prohibition  - Chemical inhalants Exceptions - Chemical inhalants 
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CITY COMMISSION 

CITY OF KENTWOOD 

KENT COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

 

At a regular meeting of the City Commission for the City of Kentwood held at City Hall 

on ______________, 2020, at __:__ the following Ordinance was offered for adoption by 

Commissioner ____________, and seconded by Commissioner ____________.  

ORDINANCE NO. _______ 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND CHAPTER 38, ARTICLE 6, DIVISION 2 OF THE CODE 

OF THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ENTITLED “ALCOHOL AND CONTROLLED 

SUBSTANCES”  

THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ORDAINS:  

Section 1.  Amendment of Division 2. That Chapter 38, Article 6, Division 2 of the Code of 

the City of Kentwood entitled “Alcohol and Controlled Substances” is amended to read in its 

entirety as follows:  

Division 2.- Alcohol and Controlled Substances 

Subdivision 1. - General  

Sec. 38-321. - Definitions.  

The following words, terms, and phrases when used in this division, shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

Alcoholic liquor means that term as defined in Section 2 of the Michigan Liquor Control 

Act, 1933 PA 8, as amended. 

Controlled substance means that term as defined in Section 7104 of the Public Health 

Code, as amended.   

Cultivate means that term as defined in Section 3 of the MRTMA, as amended.  

Drug paraphernalia means any equipment, product, material, or combination of 

equipment, products, or materials, which is specifically designed for use in planting; 

propagating; cultivating; growing; harvesting; manufacturing; compounding; converting; 

producing; processing; preparing; testing; analyzing; packaging; repackaging; storing; 

containing; concealing; injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing into the 

human body a controlled substance; including, but not limited to, all of the following: 
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(a) An isomerization device specifically designed for use in increasing the 

potency of any species of plant which plant is a controlled substance. 

(b) Testing equipment specifically designed for use in identifying or in analyzing 

the strength, effectiveness, or purity of a controlled substance. 

(c) A weight scale or balance specifically designed for use in weighing or 

measuring a controlled substance. 

(d) A diluent or adulterant, including, but not limited to, quinine hydrochloride, 

mannitol, mannite, dextrose, and lactose, specifically designed for use with a 

controlled substance. 

(e) A separation gin or sifter specifically designed for use in removing twigs and 

seeds from, or in otherwise cleaning or refining, marihuana. 

(f) An object specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 

introducing marihuana, cocaine, hashish, or hashish oil into the human body. 

(g) A kit specifically designed for use in planting, propagating, cultivating, 

growing, or harvesting any species of plant which is a controlled substance or 

from which a controlled substance can be derived. 

(h) A kit specifically designed for use in manufacturing, compounding, 

converting, producing, processing, or preparing controlled substances. 

(i) A device, commonly known as a cocaine kit, that is specifically designed for 

use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing controlled substances into the 

human body, and which consists of at least a razor blade and a mirror. 

(j) A device, commonly known as a bullet, that is specifically designed to deliver 

a measured amount of controlled substances to the user. 

(k) A device, commonly known as a snorter, that is specifically designed to carry 

a small amount of controlled substances to the user's nose. 

(l) A device, commonly known as an automotive safe, that is specifically designed 

to carry and conceal a controlled substance in an automobile, including, but not 

limited to, a can used for brake fluid, oil, or carburetor cleaner which contains a 

compartment for carrying and concealing controlled substances. 

(m) A spoon, with or without a chain attached, that has a small diameter bowl and 

that is specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 

introducing controlled substances into the human body. that term as defined in 

Section 7451 of the Public Health Code, as amended.   
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Imitation controlled substance means a substance that is not a controlled substance or is 

not a drug for which a prescription is required under federal or state law, which by 

dosage unit appearance including color, shape, size, or markings, and/or by 

representations made, would lead a reasonable person to believe that the substance is a 

controlled substance other than marihuana. An imitation controlled substance does not 

include a placebo or registered investigational drug that was manufactured, distributed, 

possessed, or delivered in the ordinary course of professional practice or research. All of 

the following factors shall be considered in determining whether a substance is an 

imitation controlled substance: 

(a) Whether the substance was approved by the federal food and drug 

administration for over-the-counter sales and was sold in the federal food and 

drug administration approved packaging along with the federal food and drug 

administration approved labeling information. 

(b) Any statements made by an owner or another person in control of the 

substance concerning the nature, use, or effect of the substance. 

(c) Whether the substance is packaged in a manner typically used for illicit 

controlled substances. 

(d) Whether the owner or another person in control of the substance has any prior 

convictions under state or federal law related to controlled substances or fraud. 

(e) The proximity of the substance to controlled substances. 

(f) Whether the consideration tendered in exchange for the substance substantially 

exceeds the reasonable value of the substance considering the actual chemical 

composition of the substance and, if applicable, the price at which the over-the-

counter substances of like chemical composition sell. 

Marihuana, marihuana concentrate, and marihuana-infused product shall mean those 

terms as defined in Section 3 of the MRTMA, as amended, except that marihuana and 

marihuana-infused product when used in reference to the MMMA shall mean those terms 

as defined in Section 3 of the MMMA, as amended, and marihuana and marihuana-

infused product when used in reference to the MMFLA shall mean those terms defined in 

Section 102 of the MMFLA.  

MMFLA means the Michigan Medical Marihuana Facilities Licensing Act, 2016 PA 281, 

as amended.     

MMMA means the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act, 2008 IL 1, as amended. 
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MRTMA means the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, 2018 IL 1, as 

amended. 

Public Health Code means the Michigan Public Health Code, 1978 PA 368, as amended. 

Sec. 38 -322. - Drug Paraphernalia  

(a) Prohibited Acts.   

 

(1) It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly use or possess drug paraphernalia.  

 

(2) It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly possess drug paraphernalia for the 

purpose of sale, or to offer drug paraphernalia for sale. 

 (b)   Exceptions. Subsection (a) shall not apply to:  

(1) An object sold or offered for sale to licensed medical or dental professionals, 

veterinarians, and other persons licensed under the Occupational Code, 1980 PA 299, as 

amended, for use in the licensed profession; 

(2) An object sold or offered for sale to any hospital, clinical laboratory, or other health 

care institution, including a penal, correctional, or juvenile detention facility, for use in 

that institution; 

(3) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia specifically 

designed for use with marihuana, marihuana concentrate,  or marihuana-infused products 

by a person 21 years of age or older, or the distribution or sale of drug paraphernalia 

specifically designed for use with marihuana to a person 21 years of age or older, in 

connection with the recreational use of marihuana, unless occurring on the grounds of a 

public or private school where children attend classes in preschool programs, 

kindergarten programs, or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any 

correctional facility, or in  manner otherwise prohibited by the MRTMA, as amended 

(4) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia specifically 

designed for use with marihuana or marihuana-infused products in connection with the 

medical use of marihuana, unless occurring on the grounds of a public or private school 

where children attend classes in preschool programs, kindergarten programs, or grades 1 

through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any correctional facility, or in  manner 

otherwise prohibited by the MMMA, as amended  

(5) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia specifically 

designed for use with marihuana or marihuana-infused products by a licensed medical 

marihuana facility acting in strict compliance with the MMFLA, as amended. 
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(6) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, offering for sale, or delivery of drug 

paraphernalia by law enforcement officials, manufacturers, wholesalers, licensed medical 

technicians, technologists, nurses, hospitals, research teaching institutions, clinical 

laboratories, medical doctors, osteopathic physicians, dentists, chiropodists, veterinarians, 

law enforcement agencies, pharmacists and embalmers in the lawful course of business, 

professional activity, or for lawful purposes. 

(7) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, offering for sale, or delivery of drug 

paraphernalia otherwise specifically permitted by law. 

(8) The possession or use of a hypodermic needle or syringe at the direction of a medical 

or veterinary professional for otherwise lawful use.   

 (c) Penalty. 

(1) Except as provided in subsection (c)(2), person who violates subsection (a) is guilty 

of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or 

both. 

(2) A person under 21 years of age who violates subsection (a) by the possession, or use 

of drug paraphernalia specifically designed for use with marihuana, unless occurring on 

the grounds of a public or private school where children attend classes in preschool 

programs, kindergarten programs, or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the 

grounds of any correctional facility, shall be responsible for a civil infraction and subject 

to a fine of not more than $100, and/or not more than 20 hours of community service, 

and/or not more than 4 hours of drug education or counseling, and forfeiture of the drug 

paraphernalia.  

Section 38-323. - Imitation Controlled Substances 

A person shall not use, possess, sell, or offer for sale an imitation controlled substance.  

Section 38-324. - Marihuana 

(a) No person under 21 years of age shall possess, consume, purchase, or otherwise obtain, 

cultivate, process, transport, or sell marihuana. 

 

(b) No person 21 years of age or older shall:  

 

(1) possess more than 15 grams of marihuana concentrate; 

 

(2) possess, store, or process more than 2.5 ounces of marihuana unless the excess 

marihuana is stored at their residence in a container or area equipped with 
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locks or other functioning security devices that restrict access to the contents 

of the container or area; 

 

(3) cultivate more than 12 marihuana plants at once; 

 

(4) possess, store, or process more than 10 ounces of marihuana within their 

residence not including any marihuana produced by marihuana plants lawfully 

cultivated on the premises; 

 

(5) consume or smoke marihuana where prohibited by the person who owns, 

occupies, or manages the property;  

 

(6) consume or smoke marihuana in a public place unless otherwise authorized by 

law;  

 

(7) cultivate marihuana plants if the plants are visible from a public place without 

the use of binoculars, aircraft, or other optical aids; 

 

(8) cultivate marihuana plants outside of an enclosed area that is equipped with 

locks or other functioning security devices that restrict access to the area.  

 

(c) No person shall: 

 

(1) Consume marihuana while operating, navigating, or being in physical control 

of any motor vehicle, aircraft, snowmobile, off-road recreational vehicle, or 

motorboat.  

 

(2) Consume marihuana within the passenger area of a motor vehicle upon a 

public way.  

 

(3) Possess or consume marihuana on the grounds of a public or private school 

where children attend classes in preschool programs, kindergarten programs, 

or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any correctional 

facility.  

 

(d) Subsection (b) does not apply to lawful activity in strict conformance with the MRTMA, 

as amended, regulatory rules, and City Ordinances; or with the MMFLA, as amended, 

regulatory rules, and City Ordinances.  
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(e) Exceptions: This section shall not limit any privileges, rights, immunities, or defenses of 

a person as provided in the MMMA, MMFLA, MRTMA, or any other ordinance of this 

City or law of this state allowing for or regulating marihuana.  

 

 

 

(f) Penalty.  

 

(1) Violations of subsection (a) by persons under 18 years of age. Any person under 18 

years of age who violates subsection (a) is responsible for a civil infraction and is 

subject to a fine of not more than $100, and/or not more than 20 hours of community 

service, and/or not more than 4 hours of drug education or counseling, and forfeiture 

of the marihuana.  

 

(2) Violations of subsection (a) by persons 18 years of age and older. Any person 18 

years of age and older who violates subsection (a) is responsible for a civil infraction 

and is subject to a fine of not more than $100 and forfeiture of the marihuana.  

 

(3) Violation of subsection (b). Any person who violates subsection (b) is responsible for 

a civil infraction and subject to a fine of not more than $100 and forfeiture of the 

marihuana  

 

(4) Enhanced Penalty: Any person who possesses more than 5 ounces of  marihuana that 

is not stored at their residence in a container or area equipped with locks or other 

functioning security devices that restrict access to the contents of the container or 

area; cultivates more than 24 marihuana plants at once; stores or processes more than 

20 ounces of marihuana within their residence not including any marihuana produced 

by marihuana plants lawfully cultivated on the premises; delivers without receiving 

any remuneration to a person who is at least 21 years of age more than 5 ounces 

marihuana; or possesses more than 30 grams of marihuana concentrate,  shall be 

guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to 

$500, or both, but shall not be subject to imprisonment unless the violation was 

habitual, willful, and for a commercial purpose or the violation involved violence. 

 

(5) Violation of subsection (c). Any person who violates subsection (c) shall be guilty of 

a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or 

both. 

Sec. 38-325. - Sale of alcohol to intoxicated persons 

 No person shall sell, give, or furnish any alcoholic liquor to a visibly intoxicated person.  
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Sec. 38-326. - Public intoxication  

 No person shall be intoxicated by an alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance or any 

combination thereof while in a public place and either directly endanger the safety of themselves, 

others, the property of another person, or act in a manner that causes or creates a public 

disturbance. 

Sec. 38-327. - Public consumption of alcohol.  

(a) No person shall consume or possess any open container of an alcoholic liquor in any 

public park, on public school property, upon any public street or public sidewalk, or in any 

other public place. This subsection shall not apply if the alcoholic liquor is consumed or 

possessed exclusively within an area which is currently licensed for sale or consumption by 

the Michigan liquor control commission, or if the person is otherwise lawfully entitled to 

consume or possess the alcoholic liquor. 

(b) To the extent otherwise permitted by law, alcohol may only be possessed or consumed 

on City-owned property consistent with and subject to the authorization of the City. 

Sec. 38-328. – Premise liability.  

No person shall knowingly permit or allow any premises owned or controlled by him to 

be used or occupied by persons engaged in the unlawful use of an alcoholic liquor or controlled 

substance. 

Secs. 38-329 – 38-360. - Reserved 

Subdivision 2. - Chemical Inhalants  

Sec. 38-361. - Generally.  

(a) No person shall, for the purpose of causing a condition of intoxication, hallucination, 

elation, euphoria, excitement, exhilaration, stupefaction, or dulling of the senses or 

nervous system, intentionally inhale, ingest, apply, use, possess, or introduce any 

chemical agent into their respiratory or circulatory system. This shall not prohibit the 

inhalation or application of anesthesia for medical or dental purposes or the use of tobacco 

products or vapor pipes to the extent permitted by law.  

 

(b) No person shall knowingly use or possess with intent to use inhalant paraphernalia to 

inhale, ingest, apply, use, possess, or introduce any chemical agent into their respiratory 

or circulatory system in violation of this subdivision.  

Sec. 38-362. - Definitions.  
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The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this subdivision, shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:  

(a) Chemical agent means any substance containing a toxic chemical or organic solvent or 

both, having the property of releasing toxic vapors. The term includes, but is not limited 

to, glue, acetone, toluene, carbon tetrachloride, hydrocarbons, and hydrocarbon 

derivatives.  

 

(b) Inhalant paraphernalia means equipment or materials of any kind that is intended for use 

in inhaling, ingesting, or otherwise introducing into the human body a chemical agent. 

The term includes without limitation a tube, balloon, bag, fabric, bottle, or other container 

used to concentrate or hold in suspension a chemical agent or vapors of the chemical 

agent.  

Sec. 38-363. - Sale of devices containing nitrous oxide.  

A person shall not sell or otherwise distribute to another person any device that contains any 

quantity of nitrous oxide or sell or otherwise distribute a device to dispense nitrous oxide for the 

purpose of causing a condition of intoxication, euphoria, excitement, exhilaration, stupefaction, 

or dulling of the senses or nervous system. This section does not apply to nitrous oxide that has 

been denatured or otherwise rendered unfit for human consumption or to any of the following:  

(1)  A person licensed under the Food Processing Act of 1977, 1978 PA 328, MCL 

289.801—289.810, or Chapter VII of the Food Law of 2000, 2000 PA 92, MCL 

289.7101—289.7137, who sells or otherwise distributes the device as a grocery product.  

(2)  A person engaged in the business of selling or distributing catering supplies only or 

food processing equipment only or selling or distributing compressed gases for industrial 

or medical use who sells or otherwise distributes the device in the course of that business.  

(3)  A pharmacist, pharmacist intern, or pharmacy as defined in Section 17707 of the 

Public Health Code, 1978 PA 368, MCL 333.17707, who dispenses the device in the 

course of his or her duties as a pharmacist or pharmacist intern or as a pharmacy.  

(4)  A health care professional. 

Secs. 38-364 – 36-384. – Reserved  

Subdivision 3. - Penalties 

Sec. 38-385. Penalties 

Except as otherwise provided in Sections 38-322 and 38-324 any person who violates this 

division is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to 

$500, or both, and any driver’s license sanctions imposed by State law.  
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Section 2.  Effective Date.  This Ordinance shall become effective ten days after its 

publication unless otherwise provided by law.  

 

 

 

YEAS:              

NAYS:              

ABSENT:             

ORDINANCE NO.    ADOPTED. 

             

       Stephen C.N. Kepley, Mayor 

             

       Dan Kasunic, Clerk 

I, Dan Kasunic, the Clerk of the City of Kentwood hereby attest that the foregoing is a true and 

accurate copy of an ordinance adopted by the City Commission of the City of Kentwood at a 

regularly scheduled meeting held on _____ __, 2020, which meeting was held in accordance 

with state law.  

             

       Dan Kasunic, Clerk 
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CITY COMMISSION 

CITY OF KENTWOOD 

KENT COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

 

At a regular meeting of the City Commission for the City of Kentwood held at City Hall 

on ______________, 2020, at __:__ the following Ordinance was offered for adoption by 

Commissioner ____________, and seconded by Commissioner ____________.  

ORDINANCE NO. _______ 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND CHAPTER 38, ARTICLE 6, DIVISION 2 OF THE CODE 

OF THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ENTITLED “ALCOHOL AND CONTROLLED 

SUBSTANCES”  

THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ORDAINS:  

Section 1.  Amendment of Division 2. That Chapter 38, Article 6, Division 2 of the Code of 

the City of Kentwood entitled “Alcohol and Controlled Substances” is amended to read in its 

entirety as follows:  

Division 2.- Alcohol and Controlled Substances 

Subdivision 1. - General  

Sec. 38-321. - Definitions.  

The following words, terms, and phrases when used in this division, shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

Alcoholic liquor means that term as defined in Section 2 of the Michigan Liquor Control 

Act, 1933 PA 8, as amended. 

Controlled substance means that term as defined in Section 7104 of the Public Health 

Code, as amended.   

Cultivate means that term as defined in Section 3 of the MRTMA, as amended.  

Drug paraphernalia means any equipment, product, material, or combination of 

equipment, products, or materials, which is specifically designed for use in planting; 

propagating; cultivating; growing; harvesting; manufacturing; compounding; converting; 

producing; processing; preparing; testing; analyzing; packaging; repackaging; storing; 

containing; concealing; injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing into the 

human body a controlled substance; including, but not limited to, all of the following: 
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(a) An isomerization device specifically designed for use in increasing the 

potency of any species of plant which plant is a controlled substance. 

(b) Testing equipment specifically designed for use in identifying or in analyzing 

the strength, effectiveness, or purity of a controlled substance. 

(c) A weight scale or balance specifically designed for use in weighing or 

measuring a controlled substance. 

(d) A diluent or adulterant, including, but not limited to, quinine hydrochloride, 

mannitol, mannite, dextrose, and lactose, specifically designed for use with a 

controlled substance. 

(e) A separation gin or sifter specifically designed for use in removing twigs and 

seeds from, or in otherwise cleaning or refining, marihuana. 

(f) An object specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 

introducing marihuana, cocaine, hashish, or hashish oil into the human body. 

(g) A kit specifically designed for use in planting, propagating, cultivating, 

growing, or harvesting any species of plant which is a controlled substance or 

from which a controlled substance can be derived. 

(h) A kit specifically designed for use in manufacturing, compounding, 

converting, producing, processing, or preparing controlled substances. 

(i) A device, commonly known as a cocaine kit, that is specifically designed for 

use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing controlled substances into the 

human body, and which consists of at least a razor blade and a mirror. 

(j) A device, commonly known as a bullet, that is specifically designed to deliver 

a measured amount of controlled substances to the user. 

(k) A device, commonly known as a snorter, that is specifically designed to carry 

a small amount of controlled substances to the user's nose. 

(l) A device, commonly known as an automotive safe, that is specifically designed 

to carry and conceal a controlled substance in an automobile, including, but not 

limited to, a can used for brake fluid, oil, or carburetor cleaner which contains a 

compartment for carrying and concealing controlled substances. 

(m) A spoon, with or without a chain attached, that has a small diameter bowl and 

that is specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 

introducing controlled substances into the human body. that term as defined in 

Section 7451 of the Public Health Code, as amended.   
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Imitation controlled substance means a substance that is not a controlled substance or is 

not a drug for which a prescription is required under federal or state law, which by 

dosage unit appearance including color, shape, size, or markings, and/or by 

representations made, would lead a reasonable person to believe that the substance is a 

controlled substance other than marihuana. An imitation controlled substance does not 

include a placebo or registered investigational drug that was manufactured, distributed, 

possessed, or delivered in the ordinary course of professional practice or research. All of 

the following factors shall be considered in determining whether a substance is an 

imitation controlled substance: 

(a) Whether the substance was approved by the federal food and drug 

administration for over-the-counter sales and was sold in the federal food and 

drug administration approved packaging along with the federal food and drug 

administration approved labeling information. 

(b) Any statements made by an owner or another person in control of the 

substance concerning the nature, use, or effect of the substance. 

(c) Whether the substance is packaged in a manner typically used for illicit 

controlled substances. 

(d) Whether the owner or another person in control of the substance has any prior 

convictions under state or federal law related to controlled substances or fraud. 

(e) The proximity of the substance to controlled substances. 

(f) Whether the consideration tendered in exchange for the substance substantially 

exceeds the reasonable value of the substance considering the actual chemical 

composition of the substance and, if applicable, the price at which the over-the-

counter substances of like chemical composition sell. 

Marihuana, marihuana concentrate, and marihuana-infused product shall mean those 

terms as defined in Section 3 of the MRTMA, as amended, except that marihuana and 

marihuana-infused product when used in reference to the MMMA shall mean those terms 

as defined in Section 3 of the MMMA, as amended, and marihuana and marihuana-

infused product when used in reference to the MMFLA shall mean those terms defined in 

Section 102 of the MMFLA.  

MMFLA means the Michigan Medical Marihuana Facilities Licensing Act, 2016 PA 281, 

as amended.     

MMMA means the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act, 2008 IL 1, as amended. 
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MRTMA means the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, 2018 IL 1, as 

amended. 

Public Health Code means the Michigan Public Health Code, 1978 PA 368, as amended. 

Sec. 38 -322. - Drug Paraphernalia  

(a) Prohibited Acts.   

 

(1) It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly use or possess drug paraphernalia.  

 

(2) It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly possess drug paraphernalia for the 

purpose of sale, or to offer drug paraphernalia for sale. 

 (b)   Exceptions. Subsection (a) shall not apply to:  

(1) An object sold or offered for sale to licensed medical or dental professionals, 

veterinarians, and other persons licensed under the Occupational Code, 1980 PA 299, as 

amended, for use in the licensed profession; 

(2) An object sold or offered for sale to any hospital, clinical laboratory, or other health 

care institution, including a penal, correctional, or juvenile detention facility, for use in 

that institution; 

(3) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia specifically 

designed for use with marihuana, marihuana concentrate,  or marihuana-infused products 

by a person 21 years of age or older, or the distribution or sale of drug paraphernalia 

specifically designed for use with marihuana to a person 21 years of age or older, in 

connection with the recreational use of marihuana, unless occurring on the grounds of a 

public or private school where children attend classes in preschool programs, 

kindergarten programs, or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any 

correctional facility, or in  manner otherwise prohibited by the MRTMA, as amended 

(4) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia specifically 

designed for use with marihuana or marihuana-infused products in connection with the 

medical use of marihuana, unless occurring on the grounds of a public or private school 

where children attend classes in preschool programs, kindergarten programs, or grades 1 

through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any correctional facility, or in  manner 

otherwise prohibited by the MMMA, as amended  

(5) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, or delivery of drug paraphernalia specifically 

designed for use with marihuana or marihuana-infused products by a licensed medical 

marihuana facility acting in strict compliance with the MMFLA, as amended. 
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(6) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, offering for sale, or delivery of drug 

paraphernalia by law enforcement officials, manufacturers, wholesalers, licensed medical 

technicians, technologists, nurses, hospitals, research teaching institutions, clinical 

laboratories, medical doctors, osteopathic physicians, dentists, chiropodists, veterinarians, 

law enforcement agencies, pharmacists and embalmers in the lawful course of business, 

professional activity, or for lawful purposes.  

(7) The possession, use, manufacture, sale, offering for sale, or delivery of drug 

paraphernalia otherwise specifically permitted by law. 

(8) The possession or use of a hypodermic needle or syringe.  

(9) The selling, offering for sale, or giving away of hypodermic needles or syringes by a 

person or entity that is specifically authorized by the City to do so in order to prevent the 

transmission of infections agents.  

 (c) Penalty. 

(1) Except as provided in subsection (c)(2), person who violates subsection (a) is guilty 

of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or 

both. 

(2) A person under 21 years of age who violates subsection (a) by the possession, or use 

of drug paraphernalia specifically designed for use with marihuana, unless occurring on 

the grounds of a public or private school where children attend classes in preschool 

programs, kindergarten programs, or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the 

grounds of any correctional facility, shall be responsible for a civil infraction and subject 

to a fine of not more than $100, and/or not more than 20 hours of community service, 

and/or not more than 4 hours of drug education or counseling, and forfeiture of the drug 

paraphernalia.  

Section 38-323. - Imitation Controlled Substances 

A person shall not use, possess, sell, or offer for sale an imitation controlled substance.  

Section 38-324. - Marihuana 

(a) No person under 21 years of age shall possess, consume, purchase, or otherwise obtain, 

cultivate, process, transport, or sell marihuana. 

 

(b) No person 21 years of age or older shall:  

 

(1) possess more than 15 grams of marihuana concentrate; 
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(2) possess, store, or process more than 2.5 ounces of marihuana unless the excess 

marihuana is stored at their residence in a container or area equipped with 

locks or other functioning security devices that restrict access to the contents 

of the container or area; 

 

(3) cultivate more than 12 marihuana plants at once; 

 

(4) possess, store, or process more than 10 ounces of marihuana within their 

residence not including any marihuana produced by marihuana plants lawfully 

cultivated on the premises; 

 

(5) consume or smoke marihuana where prohibited by the person who owns, 

occupies, or manages the property;  

 

(6) consume or smoke marihuana in a public place unless otherwise authorized by 

law;  

 

(7) cultivate marihuana plants if the plants are visible from a public place without 

the use of binoculars, aircraft, or other optical aids; 

 

(8) cultivate marihuana plants outside of an enclosed area that is equipped with 

locks or other functioning security devices that restrict access to the area.  

 

(c) No person shall: 

 

(1) Consume marihuana while operating, navigating, or being in physical control 

of any motor vehicle, aircraft, snowmobile, off-road recreational vehicle, or 

motorboat.  

 

(2) Consume marihuana within the passenger area of a motor vehicle upon a 

public way.  

 

(3) Possess or consume marihuana on the grounds of a public or private school 

where children attend classes in preschool programs, kindergarten programs, 

or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any correctional 

facility.  

 

(d) Subsection (b) does not apply to lawful activity in strict conformance with the MRTMA, 

as amended, regulatory rules, and City Ordinances; or with the MMFLA, as amended, 

regulatory rules, and City Ordinances.  
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(e) Exceptions: This section shall not limit any privileges, rights, immunities, or defenses of 

a person as provided in the MMMA, MMFLA, MRTMA, or any other ordinance of this 

City or law of this state allowing for or regulating marihuana.  

 

 

 

(f) Penalty.  

 

(1) Violations of subsection (a) by persons under 18 years of age. Any person under 18 

years of age who violates subsection (a) is responsible for a civil infraction and is 

subject to a fine of not more than $100, and/or not more than 20 hours of community 

service, and/or not more than 4 hours of drug education or counseling, and forfeiture 

of the marihuana.  

 

(2) Violations of subsection (a) by persons 18 years of age and older. Any person 18 

years of age and older who violates subsection (a) is responsible for a civil infraction 

and is subject to a fine of not more than $100 and forfeiture of the marihuana.  

 

(3) Violation of subsection (b). Any person who violates subsection (b) is responsible for 

a civil infraction and subject to a fine of not more than $100 and forfeiture of the 

marihuana  

 

(4) Enhanced Penalty: Any person who possesses more than 5 ounces of  marihuana that 

is not stored at their residence in a container or area equipped with locks or other 

functioning security devices that restrict access to the contents of the container or 

area; cultivates more than 24 marihuana plants at once; stores or processes more than 

20 ounces of marihuana within their residence not including any marihuana produced 

by marihuana plants lawfully cultivated on the premises; delivers without receiving 

any remuneration to a person who is at least 21 years of age more than 5 ounces 

marihuana; or possesses more than 30 grams of marihuana concentrate,  shall be 

guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to 

$500, or both, but shall not be subject to imprisonment unless the violation was 

habitual, willful, and for a commercial purpose or the violation involved violence. 

 

(5) Violation of subsection (c). Any person who violates subsection (c) shall be guilty of 

a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or 

both. 

Sec. 38-325. - Sale of alcohol to intoxicated persons 
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 No person shall sell, give, or furnish any alcoholic liquor to a visibly intoxicated person.  

Sec. 38-326. - Public intoxication  

 No person shall be intoxicated by an alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance or any 

combination thereof while in a public place and either directly endanger the safety of themselves, 

others, the property of another person, or act in a manner that causes or creates a public 

disturbance. 

Sec. 38-327. - Public consumption of alcohol.  

(a) No person shall consume or possess any open container of an alcoholic liquor in any 

public park, on public school property, upon any public street or public sidewalk, or in any 

other public place. This subsection shall not apply if the alcoholic liquor is consumed or 

possessed exclusively within an area which is currently licensed for sale or consumption by 

the Michigan liquor control commission, or if the person is otherwise lawfully entitled to 

consume or possess the alcoholic liquor. 

(b) To the extent otherwise permitted by law, alcohol may only be possessed or consumed 

on City-owned property consistent with and subject to the authorization of the City. 

Sec. 38-328. – Premise liability.  

No person shall knowingly permit or allow any premises owned or controlled by him to 

be used or occupied by persons engaged in the unlawful use of an alcoholic liquor or controlled 

substance. 

Secs. 38-329 – 38-360. - Reserved 

Subdivision 2. - Chemical Inhalants  

Sec. 38-361. - Generally.  

(a) No person shall, for the purpose of causing a condition of intoxication, hallucination, 

elation, euphoria, excitement, exhilaration, stupefaction, or dulling of the senses or 

nervous system, intentionally inhale, ingest, apply, use, possess, or introduce any 

chemical agent into their respiratory or circulatory system. This shall not prohibit the 

inhalation or application of anesthesia for medical or dental purposes or the use of tobacco 

products or vapor pipes to the extent permitted by law.  

 

(b) No person shall knowingly use or possess with intent to use inhalant paraphernalia to 

inhale, ingest, apply, use, possess, or introduce any chemical agent into their respiratory 

or circulatory system in violation of this subdivision.  

Sec. 38-362. - Definitions.  
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The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this subdivision, shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:  

(a) Chemical agent means any substance containing a toxic chemical or organic solvent or 

both, having the property of releasing toxic vapors. The term includes, but is not limited 

to, glue, acetone, toluene, carbon tetrachloride, hydrocarbons, and hydrocarbon 

derivatives.  

 

(b) Inhalant paraphernalia means equipment or materials of any kind that is intended for use 

in inhaling, ingesting, or otherwise introducing into the human body a chemical agent. 

The term includes without limitation a tube, balloon, bag, fabric, bottle, or other container 

used to concentrate or hold in suspension a chemical agent or vapors of the chemical 

agent.  

Sec. 38-363. - Sale of devices containing nitrous oxide.  

A person shall not sell or otherwise distribute to another person any device that contains any 

quantity of nitrous oxide or sell or otherwise distribute a device to dispense nitrous oxide for the 

purpose of causing a condition of intoxication, euphoria, excitement, exhilaration, stupefaction, 

or dulling of the senses or nervous system. This section does not apply to nitrous oxide that has 

been denatured or otherwise rendered unfit for human consumption or to any of the following:  

(1)  A person licensed under the Food Processing Act of 1977, 1978 PA 328, MCL 

289.801—289.810, or Chapter VII of the Food Law of 2000, 2000 PA 92, MCL 

289.7101—289.7137, who sells or otherwise distributes the device as a grocery product.  

(2)  A person engaged in the business of selling or distributing catering supplies only or 

food processing equipment only or selling or distributing compressed gases for industrial 

or medical use who sells or otherwise distributes the device in the course of that business.  

(3)  A pharmacist, pharmacist intern, or pharmacy as defined in Section 17707 of the 

Public Health Code, 1978 PA 368, MCL 333.17707, who dispenses the device in the 

course of his or her duties as a pharmacist or pharmacist intern or as a pharmacy.  

(4)  A health care professional. 

Secs. 38-364 – 36-384. – Reserved  

Subdivision 3. - Penalties 

Sec. 38-385. Penalties 

Except as otherwise provided in Sections 38-322 and 38-324 any person who violates this 

division is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to 

$500, or both, and any driver’s license sanctions imposed by State law.  
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Section 2.  Effective Date.  This Ordinance shall become effective ten days after its 

publication unless otherwise provided by law.  

 

 

 

YEAS:              

NAYS:              

ABSENT:             

ORDINANCE NO.    ADOPTED. 

             

       Stephen C.N. Kepley, Mayor 

             

       Dan Kasunic, Clerk 

I, Dan Kasunic, the Clerk of the City of Kentwood hereby attest that the foregoing is a true and 

accurate copy of an ordinance adopted by the City Commission of the City of Kentwood at a 

regularly scheduled meeting held on _____ __, 2020, which meeting was held in accordance 

with state law.  

             

       Dan Kasunic, Clerk 
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CITY COMMISSION 

CITY OF KENTWOOD 

KENT COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

 

At a regular meeting of the City Commission for the City of Kentwood held at City Hall 

on ______________, 2020, at __:__ the following Ordinance was offered for adoption by 

Commissioner ____________, and seconded by Commissioner ____________.  

ORDINANCE NO. _______ 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND CHAPTER 38, ARTICLE 6, DIVISION 2 OF THE CODE 

OF THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ENTITLED “ALCOHOL AND CONTROLLED 

SUBSTANCES”  

THE CITY OF KENTWOOD ORDAINS:  

Section 1.  Amendment of Division 2. That Chapter 38, Article 6, Division 2 of the Code of 

the City of Kentwood entitled “Alcohol and Controlled Substances” is amended to read in its 

entirety as follows:  

Division 2.- Alcohol and Controlled Substances 

Sec. 38-321. - Definitions.  

The following words, terms, and phrases when used in this division, shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

Alcoholic liquor means that term as defined in Section 2 of the Michigan Liquor Control 

Act, 1933 PA 8, as amended. 

Controlled substance means that term as defined in Section 7104 of the Public Health 

Code, as amended.   

Cultivate means that term as defined in Section 3 of the MRTMA, as amended.  

Imitation controlled substance means a substance that is not a controlled substance or is 

not a drug for which a prescription is required under federal or state law, which by 

dosage unit appearance including color, shape, size, or markings, and/or by 

representations made, would lead a reasonable person to believe that the substance is a 

controlled substance other than marihuana. An imitation controlled substance does not 

include a placebo or registered investigational drug that was manufactured, distributed, 

possessed, or delivered in the ordinary course of professional practice or research. All of 

the following factors shall be considered in determining whether a substance is an 

imitation controlled substance: 

schultzb
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(a) Whether the substance was approved by the federal food and drug 

administration for over-the-counter sales and was sold in the federal food and 

drug administration approved packaging along with the federal food and drug 

administration approved labeling information. 

(b) Any statements made by an owner or another person in control of the 

substance concerning the nature, use, or effect of the substance. 

(c) Whether the substance is packaged in a manner typically used for illicit 

controlled substances. 

(d) Whether the owner or another person in control of the substance has any prior 

convictions under state or federal law related to controlled substances or fraud. 

(e) The proximity of the substance to controlled substances. 

(f) Whether the consideration tendered in exchange for the substance substantially 

exceeds the reasonable value of the substance considering the actual chemical 

composition of the substance and, if applicable, the price at which the over-the-

counter substances of like chemical composition sell. 

Marihuana, marihuana concentrate, and marihuana-infused product shall mean those 

terms as defined in Section 3 of the MRTMA, as amended, except that marihuana and 

marihuana-infused product when used in reference to the MMMA shall mean those terms 

as defined in Section 3 of the MMMA, as amended, and marihuana and marihuana-

infused product when used in reference to the MMFLA shall mean those terms defined in 

Section 102 of the MMFLA.  

MMFLA means the Michigan Medical Marihuana Facilities Licensing Act, 2016 PA 281, 

as amended.     

MMMA means the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act, 2008 IL 1, as amended. 

MRTMA means the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, 2018 IL 1, as 

amended. 

Public Health Code means the Michigan Public Health Code, 1978 PA 368, as amended. 

Section 38-322. - Imitation Controlled Substances 

A person shall not use, possess, sell, or offer for sale an imitation controlled substance.  

Section 38-323. - Marihuana 

(a) No person under 21 years of age shall possess, consume, purchase, or otherwise obtain, 

cultivate, process, transport, or sell marihuana. 
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(b) No person 21 years of age or older shall:  

 

(1) possess more than 15 grams of marihuana concentrate; 

 

(2) possess, store, or process more than 2.5 ounces of marihuana unless the excess 

marihuana is stored at their residence in a container or area equipped with 

locks or other functioning security devices that restrict access to the contents 

of the container or area; 

 

(3) cultivate more than 12 marihuana plants at once; 

 

(4) possess, store, or process more than 10 ounces of marihuana within their 

residence not including any marihuana produced by marihuana plants lawfully 

cultivated on the premises; 

 

(5) consume or smoke marihuana where prohibited by the person who owns, 

occupies, or manages the property;  

 

(6) consume or smoke marihuana in a public place unless otherwise authorized by 

law;  

 

(7) cultivate marihuana plants if the plants are visible from a public place without 

the use of binoculars, aircraft, or other optical aids; 

 

(8) cultivate marihuana plants outside of an enclosed area that is equipped with 

locks or other functioning security devices that restrict access to the area.  

 

(c) No person shall: 

 

(1) Consume marihuana while operating, navigating, or being in physical control 

of any motor vehicle, aircraft, snowmobile, off-road recreational vehicle, or 

motorboat.  

 

(2) Consume marihuana within the passenger area of a motor vehicle upon a 

public way.  

 

(3) Possess or consume marihuana on the grounds of a public or private school 

where children attend classes in preschool programs, kindergarten programs, 
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or grades 1 through 12, in a school bus, or on the grounds of any correctional 

facility.  

 

(d) Subsection (b) does not apply to lawful activity in strict conformance with the MRTMA, 

as amended, regulatory rules, and City Ordinances; or with the MMFLA, as amended, 

regulatory rules, and City Ordinances.  

 

(e) Exceptions: This section shall not limit any privileges, rights, immunities, or defenses of 

a person as provided in the MMMA, MMFLA, MRTMA, or any other ordinance of this 

City or law of this state allowing for or regulating marihuana.  

 

(f) Penalty.  

 

(1) Violations of subsection (a) by persons under 18 years of age. Any person under 18 

years of age who violates subsection (a) is responsible for a civil infraction and is 

subject to a fine of not more than $100, and/or not more than 20 hours of community 

service, and/or not more than 4 hours of drug education or counseling, and forfeiture 

of the marihuana.  

 

(2) Violations of subsection (a) by persons 18 years of age and older. Any person 18 

years of age and older who violates subsection (a) is responsible for a civil infraction 

and is subject to a fine of not more than $100 and forfeiture of the marihuana.  

 

(3) Violation of subsection (b). Any person who violates subsection (b) is responsible for 

a civil infraction and subject to a fine of not more than $100 and forfeiture of the 

marihuana  

 

(4) Enhanced Penalty: Any person who possesses more than 5 ounces of  marihuana that 

is not stored at their residence in a container or area equipped with locks or other 

functioning security devices that restrict access to the contents of the container or 

area; cultivates more than 24 marihuana plants at once; stores or processes more than 

20 ounces of marihuana within their residence not including any marihuana produced 

by marihuana plants lawfully cultivated on the premises; delivers without receiving 

any remuneration to a person who is at least 21 years of age more than 5 ounces 

marihuana; or possesses more than 30 grams of marihuana concentrate,  shall be 

guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to 

$500, or both, but shall not be subject to imprisonment unless the violation was 

habitual, willful, and for a commercial purpose or the violation involved violence. 
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(5) Violation of subsection (c). Any person who violates subsection (c) shall be guilty of 

a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or 

both. 

Sec. 38-324. - Sale of alcohol to intoxicated persons 

 No person shall sell, give, or furnish any alcoholic liquor to a visibly intoxicated person.  

Sec. 38-325. - Public intoxication  

 No person shall be intoxicated by an alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance or any 

combination thereof while in a public place and either directly endanger the safety of themselves, 

others, the property of another person, or act in a manner that causes or creates a public 

disturbance. 

Sec. 38-326. - Public consumption of alcohol.  

(a) No person shall consume or possess any open container of an alcoholic liquor in any 

public park, on public school property, upon any public street or public sidewalk, or in any 

other public place. This subsection shall not apply if the alcoholic liquor is consumed or 

possessed exclusively within an area which is currently licensed for sale or consumption by 

the Michigan liquor control commission, or if the person is otherwise lawfully entitled to 

consume or possess the alcoholic liquor. 

(b) To the extent otherwise permitted by law, alcohol may only be possessed or consumed 

on City-owned property consistent with and subject to the authorization of the City. 

Sec. 38-327. – Premise liability.  

No person shall knowingly permit or allow any premises owned or controlled by him to 

be used or occupied by persons engaged in the unlawful use of an alcoholic liquor or controlled 

substance. 

Sec. 38-328. Penalties 

Except as otherwise provided in Sections 38-323 any person who violates this division is guilty 

of a misdemeanor punishable by up to 90 days’ imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or both, and 

any driver’s license sanctions imposed by State law.  

Section 2.  Effective Date.  This Ordinance shall become effective ten days after its 

publication unless otherwise provided by law.  
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YEAS:              

NAYS:              

ABSENT:             

ORDINANCE NO.    ADOPTED. 

             

       Stephen C.N. Kepley, Mayor 

             

       Dan Kasunic, Clerk 

I, Dan Kasunic, the Clerk of the City of Kentwood hereby attest that the foregoing is a true and 

accurate copy of an ordinance adopted by the City Commission of the City of Kentwood at a 

regularly scheduled meeting held on _____ __, 2020, which meeting was held in accordance 

with state law.  

             

       Dan Kasunic, Clerk 
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